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Abstract

The connection between light emission and structure of Germanium nanoparticles

(3-10 nm) prepared by top-down (etching) and bottom-up (sol-gel and colloidal

synthesis) has been investigated using Raman spectroscopy, TEM, x-ray absorp-

tion spectroscopy (XAS), x-ray diffraction (XRD), and photoluminescence (PL). It

was found that TEM, Raman spectroscopy, PL, and XRD techniques all result in

differing values for the nanoparticle size which don’t all agree in the limit of ex-

perimental error. Several structural models have been proposed and tested by high

pressure Raman measurements. It was found that a Raman peak corresponding to

diamond-type Ge structure is observed well above the transition pressure of both

amorphous (≈ six GPa) and crystalline (≈ 11 GPa) Ge. The pressure dependence

of the Raman signal peak position was observed to follow an unexpected non-linear

shift with a corresponding increase in peak width (FWHM). Possible structural ori-

gins of these trends have been investigated by adapting the widely used phonon

confinement model to high pressure conditions and comparing experimental data

with the model behaviour under assumptions of constant, and size-dependent bulk

modulus. Considered collectively with the ambient structural data, the results of

the analysis of the high pressure behaviour point to the phenomenon of gradual

surface induced amorphisation under pressure in matrix-free Ge nanoparticles. The

best structural model to describe this is a core-shell with the small crystalline core

and a disordered surface layer.

The local structure of samples was investigated using XAS, while optically-

detected XAS, using x-ray excited optical luminescence (XEOL), was used to link

structure with optical emission. The emission was found to depend on surface ter-

mination; in oxygen terminated nanoparticles the oxide rich regions are responsi-
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ble for light emission, while in their hydrogen terminated counterparts’ pure Ge

regions contribute to the luminescence. Furthermore, with the aid of molecular

dynamics simulations it was shown that in hydrogen-terminated samples, optical

emission is due to a topologically disordered (amorphous) region close to the surface

of the nanoparticles. We demonstrated that OD-XAS can potentially provide sub-

nanoparticle resolution due to its sensitivity to the light emitting sites in a sample.

We further investigated the microscopic origins of such sensitivity and identified

possible limitations.

This work clearly demonstrates that a combination of methods sensitive to

short-range and long-range structure are required for comprehensive characterisation

of nanoscale systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Photoluminescence in Semiconductor Nanopar-

ticles

Potters and ceramists have been using nanoscience unwittingly for hundreds of years

when making Luster, a 200 - 500 nm film to produce glazed pottery, as in figure 1.1.

Luster is a silicon rich matrix containing spherical metallic crystalline nanoparticles.

The matrix has a glassy outer surface layer, devoid of nanoparticles, 10 - 20 nm thick

[1]. This was valued for its characteristic shine, which was a result of the optical

properties of nanostructures. Nanoparticles also found extensive unwitting use in

stained glass windows, such as the one pictured in figure 1.2. Gold nanoparticles are

responsible for the rich ruby colour, while silver nanoparticles produce the yellow

colouration. A similar effect is observed in the Lycurgus Cup, a cup made of dichroic

glass in the 4th century. The glass contains gold and silver nanoparticles dispersed

throughout it, and appears red when lit from behind and green when lit from the
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Figure 1.1: A cup with lustre decoration dating from 11-12th century Egypt. Metal-
lic nanoparticles are responsible for the characteristic shine [8].

front [2].

However, until recently the origin of these optical properties has not been

studied in detail. In the last several decades nanoscale materials with particular

and peculiar optical properties have been used and investigated much more deliber-

ately and systematically. Studying the optical and electronic properties of nanoscale

materials presents an opportunity not only to develop understanding in terms of fun-

damental physics, but promises to result in incredibly useful and unprecedented real

word applications. Nanoscale materials have the potential to be applied to tech-

nologies as diverse as nanowire field effect transistors [3], lasers [4], light emitting

diodes [5], chemical sensors, [6], and logic gate circuits [7], among others.

Many of these potentialities lie with nanoscale semiconductor quantum dots,

and as such a great deal of interest has been focused on them in recent years.

Nanoscale semiconductors have the potential to be applied to technologies as di-

verse as optical computing or imaging and diagnostic devices in biomedicine. For
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Figure 1.2: A stained glass window in All Saints’ Church in Daresbury, featuring
characters from Alice in Wonderland. Gold nanoparticles suspended in the glass
create the ruby colour, while silver nanoparticles are responsible for the yellow [9].

instance, their electrical properties lend themselves towards improving and augment-

ing lithium batteries [10] and solar cells [11]. The mechanical properties of nano-

materials also hold promise for applications such as cutting tools, wear-resistant

coatings, and structural nanocomposites [12]. Additionally their reactivity shows

promise for implementation in nanosensors [13] and catalysts [14].

The use of nanoparticles in biological imaging, where they have several clear

advantages over other standard techniques, is a particularly promising application.

Most common fluorescent imaging techniques rely on photoluminescent dyes [15,

16]. These dyes can be targeted by using chemical labels, but they have a limited

lifespan of seconds to minutes before degrading and ceasing to luminescence, thus

limiting the types of phenomena that can be studied [17]. Dyes rely on structural

changes as part of the mechanism for their optical activity and as a result suffer

from photobleaching, which is what limits their applications primarily to short term

experiments [17]. Semiconductor quantum dots do not suffer from photobleaching as
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their photoluminescent activity is completely due to electronic transitions and does

not involve a change in structure. A further advantage of nanoparticles over dyes

is the versatility of their emission wavelength. Dyes emit at a single wavelength

and so for each required colour, a new dye is needed. Different colour dyes are

completely different molecules and as such will have different properties, such as

stability, efficiency, toxicity, lifetime, etc.

The emission wavelength in nanoparticles, however, can be controlled by size

alone. This is due to the relationship between the nanoparticle size and its band

gap, as nanoparticle size is reduced the band gap widens, as shown in figure 1.3.

This extends to a simple relationship between size and emission wavelength, the

smaller the particle the shorter the wavelength, as illustrated in figure 1.4. This

relationship has already been very useful in the preparation of CdSe nanoparticles

[18, 19, 20].

For semiconductors the size dependence of the band gap can generally be

understood in terms of the quantum confinement effect - a condition where the

geometric size decisively affects a variety of physical parameters [23, 24, 25]. The

concept is elegant, but not easy to probe directly in many cases due to the difficulties

in observing quantum dots (QDs) in an idealised state that can be readily compared

with a corresponding theoretical or a computational model. A good example of

this is porous nanocrystalline silicon (Si), the unusual optical properties of which

were discovered in 1990 by Canham [26, 27]. The intense visible photoluminescence

(PL) they observed was originally attributed to the quantum confinement effect,

but almost immediately an alternative explanation was presented [28, 29, 30, 31]

suggesting the PL was due to surface states, recombination at the surface, or Si

compounds of a molecular nature on the surface. Over two decades of intense
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Figure 1.3: Nanoparticles band gap is dependent on its size. a) For bulk scale
materials the band gap remains unchanged. b) For nanoscale materials as size is
reduced the band gap widens, shifting the emission wavelength to higher energies.
[21]

Figure 1.4: The emission wavelength of nanoparticles is dependent on their size. The
smaller the nanoparticle the shorter the wavelength and higher the energy. From
left to right, the particle diameters are 2.1 nm, 2.5 nm, 2.9 nm, 4.7 nm, and 7.5 nm.
[22].
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research that followed could not provide unequivocal evidence and eventually led to

the development of a model of Si QDs that includes core, surface, and interfacial

regions [32]. The recent contributions to the discussion includes rather complex

PL measurements on single Si QDs in a silicon oxide environment [31], in magnetic

fields [33] and under pressure [34]. Crucially, none of the approaches so far have

been able to provide direct evidence of a connection between the light emission and

the underlying atomic structure. It seems that the research into germanium (Ge)

QDs is suffering from a similar fate. Several preparation routes for Ge QDs have

been reported [35, 36, 37, 38] and PL was observed in the region between 400 nm

and 1000 nm. The exact origins of the observed PL are yet to be established with

some reports suggesting significant influence of surface effects [39].

Ge is a close structural and electronic analogue to Si and there has been sig-

nificant interest in understanding the optical properties of Ge QDs [40, 41, 42]. The

vast majority of early studies looked at embedded Ge QDs due to limited success

in preparing free-standing samples with controlled surface termination. It has been

established [42, 43] that in most cases, PL observed in embedded Ge QDs can be

attributed to oxide related species, rather than pure Ge. The presence of oxides

is mostly related to the preparation techniques (e.g. implantation into an oxide

[44], using Ge oxides as a precursor [45], etc.). Recently, a comprehensive x-ray

absorption spectroscopy (XAS) study has been conducted [46] of nano-size effect on

the structural properties of Ge QDs embedded in a silica matrix which suggests the

formation of a disordered region between a nano-crystalline core and silica matrix.

Again, the role of the matrix in the formation of these regions and the effect of

the matrix on the optical properties of embedded Ge QDs is unclear. Only recent

advances in colloidal synthesis [47] have provided access to free-standing Ge QDs.
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However, the main challenge in establishing a direct link between the atomic struc-

ture and optical emission still remains. The work conducted by our group over the

last several years [48] has resulted in samples which do not show significant evidence

of Ge-based oxides as characterised by Raman spectroscopy and energy dispersive

x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis while Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)/Raman

data [49] show the presence of Ge hydroxide/hydride species. These synthesis meth-

ods provide access to matrix-free Ge QDs with hydrogen and oxygen terminated

surfaces and are very promising model systems to study the complex nature of size

effects.

Given the unusual nature and complex behaviour of these nanoparticles, and

the sensitivity of the electronic (and therefore optical) properties to small changes

in structure and morphology, it is difficult to characterise any particular sample of

nanoparticles using a single technique. This has been demonstrated in the study of Si

nanoparticles outlined above [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32], where a good understanding

of the sample was not obtained until all the data had been combined. Here we aim to

perform a variety of investigative techniques to determine the nature of our samples,

and demonstrate which techniques are required to achieve that goal. The particular

suite of techniques adopted for this thesis were chosen to target the key structural

information (i.e. long and short range order) and link it to the electronic and optical

properties.

When studying nanoparticles transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a

necessity as the direct nature of the technique gives definitive proof of the scale of

the nanoparticles, and determines the upper limit which can be used to check the

validity of other techniques which provide size information. High resolution TEM

and electron diffraction could hypothetically extract detailed structural information,
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but these techniques are known to damage samples via annealing, particularly in

nanoparticles, and so cannot be relied upon. However, x-ray diffraction (XRD) is a

non-invasive technique which results in no damage to the sample. It is sensitive to

long range order and can be used to determine the extent of crystalline structures

within the nanoparticles. XRD does have a lower limit for identifying nanoparticles

as below 0.8 nm the width of the peak will be equivalent to one of an amorphous

sample (10° [50]). XAS is also a non invasive technique which probes the short range

structure by examining the local structure around a particular species. Optically

detected x-ray absorption spectroscopy (OD-XAS), a variant of XAS, can be used

to probe the local environment of the photoluminescent species. What qualifies as

the local environment is hard to define, but is usually considered to be the first

few nearest neighbours. Raman spectroscopy is also an obvious candidate as it is a

quick and easy way of probing the structure to determine if a sample is crystalline

or amorphous. Further, a model describing how the Raman spectrum is affected by

particle size at such small scales has already been developed and is readily imple-

mented [5]. This method also has a lower size limit, generally taken to be 2.2 nm

[51]. This limit comes from assumptions made during the formulation of the model.

Finally, high pressure Raman spectroscopy can be used to reveal the contributions

from different structural subsections as they undergo phase transitions at different

pressures.

Thus in this thesis experimental techniques sensitive to short and long range

order were combined to determine the structure of matrix-free Ge nanoparticles. We

demonstrate that the most appropriate model for Ge nanoparticles is a core-shell

structure, with a crystalline core and disordered surface layer. We show that the

light emission from matrix-free Ge nanoparticles is crucially dependent on surface
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termination; disordered Ge regions are responsible for the light emission in hydrogen

terminated samples, while Ge oxide regions contribute to the light emission in oxide

terminated samples.

Before the origin of light emission from oxygen and hydrogen terminated Ge

nanoparticles can be demonstrated it is necessary to understand the fundamental

properties of the material in question. The next section contains details of the

structural and electronic properties of Ge which will lay the basis for the work that

follows.

1.2 Structural and Electronic Properties of Ge

Ge atoms, like C and Si, have four valence electrons available for bonding. Under

ambient conditions the crystal structure formed by such elements is a face centred

cubic (FCC) diamond type structure. The unit cell of the diamond cubic crystal

structure is shown in figure 1.5. Each atom has four nearest neighbours and is

tetrahedrally coordinated [52]. Selected physical properties of Ge are given in table

1.1.

Physical Property Value in Crystalline Ge
Band Gap (electron volts (eV)) 0.664
Bond Length (Å) 2.45
Bulk Modulus (GPa) 74
Lattice Constant (Å) 5.658

Table 1.1: Physical parameters for bulk crystalline Ge.

In Ge the cubic diamond structure and the interatomic interactions (namely

covalent bonding) leads to a phonon dispersion as in figure 1.6. The presence of

optical phonons with a non-zero frequency for a zero value wave vector is what
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Figure 1.5: The unit cell of a diamond type crystal cubic structure. This is the
structure of diamond, as well as crystalline Si and Ge, which are structural analogues.
Modified from [53]

allows Raman spectroscopy to be performed. Another consequence of the diamond

like structure and covalent bonding is the electronic band structure depicted in figure

1.7. The lowest point in the upper band and the highest point in the lower band

(their difference of 0.66 eV is labelled Eg) lie at different values of the wave vector.

Thus Ge, like Si, is said to have an indirect band gap. The indirect band gap is a

potential problem for any applications which involve light absorption or emission.

For radiative recombination in an indirect band gap material a phonon is required

to be either absorbed or emitted to satisfy conservation of momentum, making the

process significantly less likely to occur than with a material that has a direct band

gap, and limits their light emission efficiency. However there is evidence that this

electronic structure is liable to change with size for small particles [54]. Further,

there is evidence of L → X crossing for sufficiently small particles, such that the

narrowest transition is from the X to Γ, rather than L to Γ [55]. Consequently,

for particles where L → X crossing occurs the direct character of the band gap is

increased, above even that of Si.
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Figure 1.6: The phonon dispersion curve for diamond crystalline cubic structured
bulk Ge. The optical phonon modes (LO and TO) with a non-zero frequency for a
zero value of wave vector allow the sample to be probed with Raman spectroscopy
[56].

However, discussing the direct character of the band structure becomes prob-

lematic in nanoparticles. While there are well developed theories for the electronic

structure in both periodic crystal structures and in molecules, nanoparticles lie in

a no-mans-land, being too small to be treated as a fully periodic crystal structure,

and too large for a molecule. The lack of full periodicity also leads to the concept

of the Brillouin zone no longer being applicable and the k vector is no longer a

good quantum number, leading to a breakdown in the k-selection rules. Ultimately

there is as yet no analytical theory that can accurately describe the electronic struc-

ture of these nanoparticles and so approximations become a necessity. One such

approximation involves the well-known concept of effective mass. The concept of

the effective mass is a key approximation used in the quantum confinement model

(discussed in section 3.1).

Besides the effect on the electronic properties, the size reduction may also af-

fect the structural stability of nanoparticles resulting in the formation of metastable
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L XΓ 

Figure 1.7: The electronic band structure of diamond crystalline cubic structured
bulk Ge. The lowest point of the valence band and the highest point in the conduc-
tion band lie at different wave vectors resulting in an indirect band gap. Modified
from [57].

phases [58, 59, 60, 61] . While Ge can form diamond type crystalline structures,

and a glassy amorphous structure, a variety of metastable phases have also been ob-

served during nanoindentation experiments [62] or have been predicted by modelling

[63]. A variety of allotropes of Ge can be formed via the application of pressure and

temperature (∼ 10 GPa and ∼470 K respectively) which have dramatically different

electronic properties from one another. For instance, a body centred cubic structure

known as BC-8 is formed when pressure is released rapidly, while a tetragonal struc-

ture known as ST-12 is formed under slow depressurisation. ST12 Ge has a band

gap of approximately 1.47 eV [60], while BC-8 has a semi-metallic band structure,

with the conduction band penetrating below the valence band [64].

The bulk modulus characterises the volume change of a sample when sub-

jected to hydrostatic pressure. This is appropriate for the initial structure of the

sample, but is no longer applicable once the applied pressure is high enough to have
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caused a first-order phase transition. These transitions cause dramatic changes in

the electronic, optical, and vibrational properties of the material. For example Ge

undergoes a transition from a diamond type structure to β-tin at 10-11 GPa, at

which point both Raman and PL signals are lost. This effect has recently been

used to study the origin of light emission in Si nanoparticles by determining if the

emission was from surface layers or the core, exploiting the fact that the surface

layer has different transition pressures to the core [34].

A transition from semiconductor phase to a metallic phase will change the PL

and Raman properties to be almost unrecognisable. Different structural phases of

the same material often have different transition pressures, for instance the amor-

phous phase and crystalline phase will transform at different pressures.

Recent work seems to suggest that the bulk modulus also changes when the

scale of the sample is reduced to the nanometre range. Computer simulations have

found the bulk modulus of 1.5 nm particles to be 84 GPa [65], and experiments

found a value as high as 112 GPa for 13 nm nanoparticles [66]. A key difficulty

in getting reliable values for the bulk modulus for a range of sizes is the lack of

experimental data for very small matrix-free nanoparticles that can be compared to

simulations. The discrepancy between these two results means that any fitting of

data performed with pressure effects in mind will have to be performed for a range

of values of the bulk modulus to investigate if a value of the bulk modulus different

to that of the bulk is responsible for any observed behaviour.

As previously mentioned the electronic structure is liable to change with size

for small particles. In the next section the effect of reduced size on the electronic

properties of semiconductors will be briefly examined.
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1.3 Quantum Confinement in Small Structures

Nanoscale semiconductors can be grouped according to the number of dimensions

that are restricted to the nanoscale. Having two dimensions unrestricted results in

thin films. There is one unrestricted dimension in nanorods and nanowires, and zero

unrestricted dimensions in nanoparticles, or quantum dots. This restriction results

in varying effects on the electronic structure and optical properties compared to the

bulk. The exact details of the effects are dependent on the size of the confined region

and the number of restricted dimensions. In this thesis we are principally interested

in investigating relationships between the optical and structural properties of the

quantum dots. The optical properties are dependent on the electronic properties

and the effect these have on electronic excitations and de-excitations. In turn,

the electronic properties will depend on the structure, the nature of the bonding,

the systems morphology, and its size. Thus the key parameter of interest is the

exciton and how it is affected by the restriction of the physical size and therefore

confinement. The size of an exciton in a semiconductor is given by

aex =
aBε

m∗/me

, (1.1)

where ε is the dielectric constant, me is the electron rest mass, and m∗ is the reduced

mass of the exciton given by m∗ =
m∗e ·m∗h
m∗e+m∗h

and m∗e and m∗h are the effective mass

of the electron and hole respectively. The parameter aB is the Bohr radius and is

given by

aB =
4π~2ε0
mee2

, (1.2)
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Figure 1.8: A particle in a box. Infinite potential walls result in a well within which
only an integer number of half wavelengths are allowed, with the wavefuntion pinned
to zero at the edges. Lz is the size of the structure in the restricted dimension.

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, ~ is the reduced Planck’s constant, and e

is the elementary charge. Once one or more of the dimensions of the sample is of

the order of the exciton Bohr radius, the sample is said to be subject to quantum

confinement. This behaviour is referred to as quantum confinement because the

dimensional restrictions drives the exciton to exhibit quantised characteristics. This

can be qualitatively understood when the exciton is considered to be a particle in

a box. To a first approximation the edges of the sample are an infinite potential

barrier and so the structure is effectively a potential well, as in figure 1.8. This

also makes the simplifying assumption that the exciton moves within a constant

potential within the structure.

As can be seen in figure 1.8, the infinite potential barrier at the edges of the

structure impose a boundary condition that the electron wavefunction must be zero

at the edges. Consequently there must be an integer number of half wavelengths of

the wavefunction within the structure. This limits the possible wave vectors in the

restricted dimension to
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Figure 1.9: The size dependence of the band gap in Ge nanoparticles. As the size is
reduced the band gap widens. The blue dotted lines indicate the band gap in bulk
Ge [67]

kz =
nπ

Lz
, (1.3)

where n is an integer and Lz is the length of that dimension. For a nanoparticle

where all three dimensions are restricted the kinetic energy is given by

Enlm =
(~π)2

2m∗

(
n2

L2
z

+
l2

L2
y

+
m2

L2
x

)
, (1.4)

where n, l, and m are integers. This size dependence is what causes the increase in

the band gap seen in figure 1.9 for Ge. As the particle gets smaller, the well gets

narrower, the energy levels get higher and spread further apart. Figure 1.10 shows

how features of the bulk band structure are related to the electronic structure of

nanoparticles (therein referred to as clusters).

Figure 1.11 shows the consequences of the confinement effect in real nanopar-
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Figure 1.10: Correlating features of the bulk band gap to that of nanoparticles [68].

ticles. The black lines showing Ge and the dotted line Si. For both materials the

reduction in size of the nanoparticles leads to a non-linear shift in the band gap.

The interesting feature of the graph in figure 1.11 is that the lines for Si and Ge

cross, showing that the rate of change of the band gap in terms of size is greater for

Ge than Si. The difference in the rate of change of band gap energies with respect

to size is a result of their differing exciton Bohr radii. While quantum confinement

effects are only observed when the dimensions of the structure is comparable to the

exciton Bohr radius, the degree of confinement is greater the further the particle

size descends beyond this limit. For Si the exciton Bohr radius is 4.9 nm and for Ge

it is 24.3 nm, so for particles between 1 − 3.5 nm Ge experiences a much stronger

confinement effect.

The effect of quantum confinement can result in an increase in the efficiency

of light emission in nanoparticles. This is particularly true for indirect band gap

semiconductors such as Si and Ge. For Si the bulk has a quantum yield of a few
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Figure 1.11: The particle size dependence of the band gap for Si and Ge. Figure
reproduced from [70], where the Ge data is reported. The Si data is from [71].

fractions of a percent, but the nanoscale equivalent routinely has an efficiency in

the tens of percent, and recently as high as 60% [69]. To the author’s knowledge

an equivalent study for Ge does not exist. However, considering the structural and

electronic similarities it has with Si and the visually observed PL intensity, it is

reasonable to conclude that there is indeed a similar phenomena for Ge.

Due to the relatively large exciton Bohr radius of Ge the behaviour of strongly

confined nanoparticles can be probed without requiring the production of nanopar-

ticles on the scale of angstroms.

The following chapter details the techniques used to analyse the samples. A

combination of direct and indirect methods are used to get a thorough knowledge

of the the samples’ structure and properties.
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Chapter 2

Experimental Methods

2.1 Raman Spectroscopy

The mechanism for the inelastic scattering of light was predicted in 1923 by Adolf

Smekal [72]. The phenomenon was later observed in practice in 1928 by Sir C. V.

Raman and K. S. Krishnan, and independently by G. Landsberg and L. Mandel-

stam [73]. While the phenomenon is named after Sir C. V. Raman, Landsberg and

Mandelstam made their observations a week before Raman and Krishnan, but did

not publish their findings until some months after Raman. Raman made his obser-

vations using a narrow band photographic filter to create monochromatic light from

sunlight. Then, using a “crossed filter” to block the monochromatic light, he found

that a small amount of light had changed frequency and so was able to pass through

the filter, demonstrating that it had indeed been inelastically scattered. Raman

won the Nobel Prize in Physics for this discovery in 1930. The advent of laser tech-

nology in the 1960’s greatly simplified the technique and significantly improved its
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Figure 2.1: A schematic of a Raman set up. Columnated laser light is directed
to the sample via a microscope. Light scattered from the sample is then directed
through the optics of the system and recorded on a CCD. [74].

sensitivity and output, turning it into the standard method it is today.

Raman spectroscopy is widely used to study the atomic structure of materi-

als. It is based on inelastic scattering of light in a sample, the energy of the probing

photons is transferred to (or from) a phonon. The phonon spectrum of a sample de-

pends on the details of its atomic structure and interatomic interactions. Hence the

Raman technique provides a quick and easy indirect method to test the structure

of samples. A schematic of a Raman experimental set up is shown in figure 2.1. In

the work of this thesis Raman experiments were conducted with a Renishaw spec-

troscopy system equipped with a 20× magnification long working distance objective

and a 785 nm (1.58 eV) laser as the excitation source.

In the classical interpretation the Raman effect is viewed as the interaction

of electromagnetic radiation (E0 sin (2πνt), where ν is the frequency) with the elec-

trons in the sample by creating dipoles [75]. The degree to which this occurs is

dependent on the materials polarisability. The dipole oscillates with the incident
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electromagnetic radiation and in turn emits its own. If the polarisability, α, of the

sample varies with vibration then it can be expressed as

α = α0 +
dα

dq
(2.1)

where α0 is the polarisability in absence of vibrations, and q is a coordinate describ-

ing the molecular vibration [75]. The coordinate can be expressed as

q = q0 sin (2πνmt), (2.2)

where q0 is the amplitude of the molecular vibration, and νm is the frequency [75].

By considering the oscillations induced by the incident electromagnetic radiation

and the change in polarisability from oscillation, the dipole moment P = αE [75]

can be written as

P = α0E0 sin (2πνt) +
1

2

dα

dq
q0E0[cos (2π(ν − νm)t)− cos(2π(ν + νm)t)]. (2.3)

The emission has three distinct components, one at the frequency of the incident

radiation, and two which vary from it by ±νm. These two signals constitute the ob-

served Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering. The Raman cross section, σR, is inversely

proportional to the incident wavelength, λ, [75] according to

σR ∝
1

λ4
. (2.4)

The Raman intensity is therefore very weak so a laser is required to maximise the
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output.

While useful for understanding, the classical interpretation is not without its

limits. For instance it includes no concept of phonon statistics and so cannot account

for the difference in intensities of Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering. For a fuller

understanding we turn to the quantum mechanical interpretation. This approach

considers an incident photon to excite an atom in the sample to a virtual energy

state which quickly decays resulting in the re-emission of a photon. The change

in energy of the outgoing photon relative to the incident photon is a result of the

creation or destruction of a phonon in the sample.

As shown in figure 2.2 there are two mechanisms by which a Raman signal

is generated. One is by transfer of energy from the photon to the sample (Stokes

scattering), and the other is by transfer of energy from the sample to the photon

(anti-Stokes scattering). Stokes scattering generates the stronger signal, where the

scattered photons are observed to shift to a lower wavenumber (longer wavelength)

relative to the input beam, corresponding to their lowered energy. Anti-Stokes

scattering is the weaker of the two, where the scattered photons being observed have

a higher wavenumber than the input beam, corresponding to a higher energy. Anti-

Stokes scattering is a weaker signal because it requires a phonon for the interaction,

whereas Stokes scattering has no such requirement and so is more likely to occur.

The intensity of the anti-Stokes signal is observed to increase with the temperature

of the sample [76]. This is to be expected as an increased temperature means that

there are an increased number of phonons in the lattice so the interaction becomes

more likely.

A key factor in determining the details of the Raman signal is the dispersion
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Figure 2.2: An energy level diagram showing the transitions and states involved
in the Raman scattering process. In Stokes scattering energy is transferred to the
lattice, creating a phonon. In anti-Stokes scattering energy is transferred from the
lattice, destroying a phonon. The arrow thickness is approximately proportional to
the signal strength. Modified from [77]

of phonons that can exist within the sample. Phonon dispersion is uniquely defined

by atomic structure (symmetry) and by the nature of interatomic interactions. For

instance bulk Si has a characteristic peak at 520 cm−1 whereas in bulk Ge the

peak lies at 301 cm−1, as shown in figure 2.3. Since the crystalline structure of

Si and Ge are identical this difference is due to differences in bonding. The bond

strength, bond length, and frequency of oscillation all have an effect on the observed

wavenumber shift. This is what makes Raman spectroscopy a very useful tool for

analysing materials as the spectrum is dependent on the species present and their

state.

This can prove to be very useful for nanoparticles, as each type of structure

has a characteristic peak that can be used like a fingerprint to identify a species.

A typical example of this would be Ge nanoparticles that have a surface layer of

hydrogen will display a stretching band at 1900-2000 cm−1 [43]. This can be useful to

determine whether nanoparticles have been successfully passivated or have reacted
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Figure 2.3: Raman spectra for bulk Ge (black) and bulk Si (red), with peaks at
approximately 300 cm−1 and 520 cm−1. The peak shape is a characteristic Voigt
function, the convolution of the natural Lorentzian line broadening and the Gaussian
broadening of the optics.

in some alternative or undesirable way.

Due to phonons having a comparatively low energy and high momentum,

and photons having the reverse, phonons with a momentum and wave vector of

approximately zero are probed. Phonons can have a wide range of momenta, given

by

~k =
2πn

Na
, (2.5)

where N is the number of atoms in the system, a is the lattice spacing, and

n = 0,±1,±2, ...,±N
2

(the upper bound is due to the minimum wavelength of 2a).

Photons, however, being immaterial, have a very low momentum, p, given by

p =
h

λ
, (2.6)

where λ is the wavelength. As the outgoing photon must also have this momen-
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tum, the momentum that can be transferred to the lattice is restricted to almost

zero. Consequently only phonons with a momentum of almost zero can be probed.

Conversely, energy suffers no such restriction. The energy of a photon, Ep, is given

by

Ep = hνp, (2.7)

where νp, the photon frequency, is greater than the energy of a phonon, En given by

En =

(
1

2
+ n

)
hνk, (2.8)

where νk is the phonon frequency. This means that experiments aren’t limited to

probing the acoustic modes. Figure 2.4 shows an example of the phonon branches

present in a crystalline lattice, the region of probed phonons indicated by the red

oval. In this application of Raman spectroscopy it is the longitudinal optical (LO)

branch that is probed.

The observed peak signal is not a delta function as might be expected given the

phonons probed. The Raman peak is subject to a fundamental broadening effect as

a result of the phonon lifetime giving it the natural lineshape of a Lorentzian. This

signal undergoes further broadening due to the spectrometer collecting it which has a

Gaussian transfer function. The observed Raman signal is a result of the convolution

of both of these functions resulting in the characteristic shape of a Voigt function

[7]. A typical Raman spectra is modelled in [79] by

I(ω) = I0

∫
d3q

[ω − ω(q)]2 + (Γ0/2)2
, (2.9)
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Figure 2.4: The various phonon branches that exist within a crystal lattice. In this
application of Raman spectroscopy the LO branch is probed around the origin, i.e.
where the wave vector and the momentum are approximately zero, indicated by the
red oval. Modified from [78].

where I0 is an amplitude weighting constant, q is the phonon wave vector, ω is the

photon wavenumber, ω(q) is the dispersion branch to which the mode belongs, and

Γ0 is the natural half-width of the Raman line.

Equation 2.9 is a resonance equation. In the region where ω and ω(q) are of

a similar scale the denominator reduces and the intensity increases resulting in a

peak. The Γ0 term ensures that the peak has the same linewidth as is observed

experimentally, as seen in figure 2.3 of Raman spectra of both Si and Ge.

This model assumes that the k = 0 condition is held without exception and

makes no allowances for when it breaks down. The condition breaks down most

obviously for structurally disordered (amorphous) materials. When the periodicity

of the lattice is lost and there is no long range order, phonons with a non-zero k

can contribute to the signal. This results in a broadening of the Raman signal as an

effective density of phonon states is being probed rather than a specific phonon, an
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Amorphous Ge

Figure 2.5: The Raman spectrum recorded from amorphous Ge. The peak is shifted
and broadened, a consequence of the absence of the long range order found in crys-
talline samples. Adapted from [80].

example of which can be seen in figure 2.5. In addition to the change in line shape

a shoulder is also present at ∼ 175 cm−1, and a second peak at ∼ 90 cm−1. These

features are also characteristic of a sample of amorphous Ge.

Thus the disruption of the periodicity of the system affects the Raman line-

shape. In nanoscale materials, whether crystalline or not, long range periodicity is

lost due to the fact that there is no long range over which the system can be periodic,

and this is expected to be reflected in the Raman signal. This will be addressed in

detail in Chapter 3 where the effects of phonon confinement on the Raman signal

will be considered.
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2.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

Transmission Electron Microscopy is capable of determining the size and shape of

nanoparticles to the order of an Angström and as such is a highly useful investiga-

tive tool in nanoscience. This small resolution is a result of the short de Broglie

wavelength of the high energy electrons used in the imaging process [81]. As the

electron beam passes through the sample, electrons are scattered and subsequently

focused to form an image, as shown in figure 2.6. The image is then projected onto

a luminescent screen or recorded with a CCD. Individual nanoparticles can be ob-

served in the resulting image and so, provided the scale of the image is known, it is

possible to assess the average sizes of the nanoparticles in the sample by measuring

them directly.

The TEM images were obtained using a JEOL JEM 2010 (200 keV) electron

microscope. All samples were mounted on carbon-coated copper grids to facilitate

image acquisition. While looking at the nanoparticles essentially directly is an ex-

cellent and accurate measure of their size, in the absence of high resolution TEM

it is not possible to use this method to gain any insight into the structure of the

sample. However, this microscope is equipped with the capacity to perform selective

area electron diffraction (SAED, made possible by the 0.15 nm beam diameter), a

technique which can probe the structure. Electron diffraction (ED) provides a clear-

cut way to investigate the crystallinity of a sample, producing concentric rings and

bright dots for a crystalline sample, and broader bands for an amorphous one.

However, both high resolution TEM and ED are known to damage samples

via annealing, particularly in nanoparticles [82, 83, 84]. A non-invasive technique

that can accomplish structural measurements without annealing, while having other
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Figure 2.6: A ray-diagram of a TEM. The sample and its images are indicated with
horizontal arrows which increase as the image is magnified. In region “A” the sample
scatters the electron beam and the first diffraction image is formed. In region “B”
the image is magnified and projected onto an image plane, typically a luminescent
screen or a CCD camera. Figure reproduced from [70].
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qualities particularly useful for nanoparticles, is x-ray diffraction (XRD), outlined

in the next section.

2.3 X-ray Diffraction (XRD)

XRD is an experimental technique which excels at probing the long range atomic

structure of samples, and is particularly useful for determining the details of crys-

talline structures. Due to beam size and x-ray penetration length XRD, unlike

TEM, provides structural information averaged over a large number of nanoparti-

cles. XRD is advantageous over ED as it doesn’t use charged particles and has a

significantly reduced beam intensity combined with larger beam size, resulting in

less energy being deposited into the sample. Hence the damage or annealing effect

this process has on the sample is negligible.

An example of the diffraction process is depicted in figure 2.7. Incident x-

rays are reflected from the lattice planes of a crystal. The reflected x-rays will

then interfere constructively or destructively, forming an XRD pattern. When the

difference in path lengths of subsequent reflections (shown in figure 2.7) is equal to

an integer number of wavelengths there will be constructive interference. This is

described by Bragg’s law, which is given by

nλ = 2d sin θ, (2.10)

where n is an integer, λ is the x-ray wavelength, d is the separation of the planes in

the lattice, and θ is the angle of incidence of the x-ray beam as shown in figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Bragg reflection in a crystalline solid. X-rays incident at angle θ reflect
from various lattice planes with spacing d and produce a characteristic interference
pattern for the sample. The schematic has been reproduced from [85].

XRD can be particularly useful when applied to nanoscale objects. The small

scale has a predictable and repeatable broadening affect on the observed peaks in

the spectrum. This can be understood by analogy with a diffraction grating. The

reduction in the number of layers in the crystal is equivalent to reducing the number

of lines on a grating, as the crystal acts as a diffraction grating for x-rays. The

more layers that are removed, the broader the peak becomes. Consequently, this

broadening has a size dependency and so it is possible to determine the average size

of a sample of nanoparticles from its XRD spectrum by using the Scherrer equation

[86].

τ =
Kλ

β cos θ
(2.11)

where τ is the average particle size, K is the shape factor of the particles (assuming

spherical particles K = 0.9), λ is the x-ray wavelength, β is the peak width, and θ

is the peak position.
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XRD was performed at Diamond Light Source at the Rutherford Appleton

Laboratory. The experiments were conducted on beamline B18 at room temper-

ature with an x-ray energy of 9500 eV (λ = 1.305 Å) and 8047 eV (λ = 1.541

Å). The system was calibrated using a Si standard that was also utilised to obtain

instrumental broadening later used in size analysis through the Scherrer equation.

A sample was inserted into a quartz tube which was then sealed. The sealed

tube was then fixed on a rapidly rotating mount. The tube was then aligned using

an alignment laser such that while spinning the sample never left the path of the

x-rays. The purpose of the rotation of the sample was to avoid any artefacts due to

directional dependencies or a non-uniform distribution within the tube. The XRD

spectrum was collected with a curved multi-channel detector.

Applying such a technique to nanoscale materials does have some problems.

XRD measures long range order and particles on the scale of 3-10 nm can be argued

to have no long range across which to be ordered. This means that it will be

necessary to employ other techniques alongside XRD in order to better understand

local atomic arrangements. X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is one technique

that can provide local structural information, detailed in the following section.

2.4 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy

2.4.1 EXAFS

XAS is a experimental technique used to study the short range structure around a

specific element in a sample. The element specificity of XAS combined with the fact
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Figure 2.8: The excitation and de-excitation processes in XAS. An incident x-ray
excites a core electron to the continuum. Outer shell electrons then descend to fill
the hole, either emitting x-rays themselves or ejecting an electron.

that it can be applied equally effectively to both crystalline and amorphous samples,

from glasses to solutions and even molecular gases, makes it a useful tool in many

areas, including physics, chemistry, medicine, and engineering.

In XAS the absorption coefficient of the species of interest, µ(E), is measured

as a function of the incident x-ray energy. The measurements are taken around x-ray

energies which correspond to binding energies of inner core electrons, resulting in

an absorption edge, as the signal intensity decays rapidly the further the energy is

from the edge. The ability to probe the environment of a single element at a time

is the consequence of each element having a different set of absorption edges.

There are several ways the absorption coefficient can be measured. Most

commonly it is done by measuring the transmission intensity while monitoring the

incident intensity and taking the log of the ratio. Excitation and relaxation events

are shown in figure 2.8. The emission of visible light from the sample presents an

alternative collection method, detailed in 2.5.

Beyond the absorption edge the excited photoelectrons are considered to travel
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Absorbing atom

Figure 2.9: When a photoelectron backscatters the wavefunctions superimpose cre-
ating an interference pattern which alters the absorption coefficient.

like a wave originating from the atom which then scatters off of neighbouring atoms

back to its origin. As this photoelectron wave backscatters it interacts with the

outgoing waves and results in an interference pattern which works to alter the ab-

sorption coefficient of the material (figure 2.9). The photoelectron wavefuntion,

and therefore the interference pattern, is dependent on the energy of the liberated

electron and therefore the energy of the incident x-ray.

An XAS spectrum can be subdivided into two main regions, as indicated

in figure 2.10, which extends more than 1000 eV into a typical spectrum. This

example spectrum has been normalised, eliminating the rapid decay of the signal

after the absorption edge. The x-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) region

is typically considered to extend from ∼ 30 eV before the edge to ∼ 30 eV after

the edge. The edge itself has a non-zero width and it is generally considered to

be located where the derivative of the rising edge is a maximum. The extended

absorption fine structure (EXAFS) extends from the edge of the XANES region to

the end of the spectrum. The area before the XANES region is known as the pre-
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Figure 2.10: An example normalised XAS spectrum. The XANES region is consid-
ered to extend ∼ 30 eV either side of the absorption edge, and the EXAFS region
covers from the end of the XANES region to the end of the spectrum. Reproduced
from [87].

edge region, and is essential in background subtraction and normalisation (for details

see Appendix C.1). The fine structure refers to the fluctuations in the absorption

coefficient after the absorption edge, which are the result of the interference pattern

of the photoelectrons.

For the purposes of analysis the EXAFS function χ(k) is defined as

χ(k) =
µ− µ0

µ0

, (2.12)

where µ is the effective observed absorption coefficient, and µ0 is the ideal monoatomic

absorption coefficient (that is, its value in the absence of any backscattering effects).

The value of µ0 is often approximated using a smooth spline function as it is often

not possible to measure it experimentally.

The Standard EXAFS Equation was derived in 1975 by Stern et al [88] and

is used to fit XAS spectra in order to extract relevant structural parameters from

them. The Standard Equation describes χ(k) as
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χ(k) =
∑
i

NiAi(k)S2
0

kR2
i

exp

[
−2Ri

λ(k)

]
exp

[
−2k2σ2

i

]
sin [2kRi + φi(k)], (2.13)

where Ni is the coordination number, Ai(k) is the amplitude, S2
0 is the scattering

amplitude attenuation, Ri is the absorber-scatterer distance, λ(k) is the electron

mean free path (EMFP), σ2
i is the root mean square deviation (RMSD) value from

Ri, and φ(k) is the phase difference between the outgoing and backscattered photo-

electron. This standard equation does not account for multiple scattering.

For the purposes of analysis the EXAFS spectra are fitted using the FEFF

code [89] via a package of user interfaces known as Demeter [90, 91], containing

Athena and Artemis. Athena is used first for background subtraction and normal-

isation. The algorithm Autobk performs the background subtraction using some

initial parameters (see Appendix C). The normalisation process is to correct for

variations due to the sample thickness and sample preparation, among others. Once

these preparatory steps are performed Artemis may be used to fit the data after it

has been Fourier transformed giving a pseudo radial distribution function. Once a

structural model is loaded in to the software the expected scattering paths of the

electron are generated. Inputting some relevant structural parameters then allows

Artemis to refine them and find how well the data agrees with the expectations of

the model. This can be performed repeatedly for different structural models to find

the best fit.

XAS experiments were conducted at beamline B18 at Diamond Light Source.

All data were collected at the Ge K-edge (∼ 11 keV) with samples prepared to utilise

the advantages of the thin limit [92] to ensure consistency between transmission and
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optically-detected signals (detailed in section 2.5). Ion chambers were used to record

XAS data in transmission mode. XAS data collected for a reference bulk Ge was

used to obtain the value of the scattering amplitude, S2
0 (see equation 2.13), which

was then used in fitting sample data.

XAS is a general technique applicable to almost all materials. When a sample

is photoluminescent the x-ray excited optical luminescence (XEOL) signal can be

collected to determine the local structure around the luminescent species. The

following section describes this technique.

2.5 Optically Detected EXAFS (OD-EXAFS)

One technique that is capable of directly linking light emission with the structure is

OD-XAS. First shown to directly correlate with data collected by XAS by Bianconi

et al in 1978 [93], OD-XAS enables structural data to be obtained directly from

XEOL and has already been used to address the origins of PL in porous silicon

(pSi) [31, 94, 95, 96, 97]. OD-XAS utilises the fact that the XEOL signal is sensitive

to the photoelectron generation in the x-ray absorption process near and above the

x-ray absorption edge of an element.

An example of an OD-XAS spectrum for CaF2 can be seen in figure 2.11. Part

(a) is the XAS type, and (b) , (c), and (d) OD-XAS type, (b) (powder) being closest

to our case of nanoparticles. The signals from part (a) and (b) are clearly equivalent

in terms of fine structure, while OD-XAS tends to be noisier. Parts (c) and (d),

a pellet and single crystal respectively, clearly demonstrate that the quality of the

signal depends on the sample preparation [92]. The inverted edge jump is observed
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in (c) and (d) because the increased thickness of the sample leads to reabsorption

and scattering of the measured signal.

The XEOL-related x-ray absorption signal is measured by recording the inte-

gral PL yield within a selected wavelength range. Therefore OD-XAS is sensitive to

a subset of sites related to the light emission. Despite its capabilities, OD-XAS can

not provide an unambiguous answer as to the origins of PL in pSi. One of the main

reasons for the ambiguity is the sensitivity of the OD-XAS method to the sample

preparation [40] which precluded wider use of the technique. Another difficulty is

in assessing spatial sensitivity of OD-XAS on the scale of a few nm [94, 95].

As alluded to previously, the PL of the samples in question allows an alter-

native collection method to be used. While PL is usually driven by a laser in the

nanometre wavelength range, x-ray bombardment results in XEOL. Electrons are

excited in the same manner as in EXAFS, and eventually decay to the bottom of

the conduction band. Once at the bottom of the conduction band they can fur-

ther decay across the band gap and contribute to a XEOL signal, as in figure 2.12.

XEOL allows one to extract a spectrum with a similar basic structure to EXAFS

as in figure 2.10.

By collecting the optical luminescence as a function of the incident x-ray en-

ergy it is possible to analyse the intensity of the XEOL in a similar way to a XAS

spectrum. This allows further discrimination by reducing the signal collected from

every atom of a particular element, to a subset of those which are luminescent. Thus

the signal can offer insight into what environment the luminescent atoms are in and

so what type of environment is conducive to this behaviour.

The XEOL signal can be expressed in terms of the EXAFS function, equation
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Figure 2.11: Example OD-XAS signals compared to a XAS signal, (a). Signals (b),
(c), and (d) are the OD-XAS for a powder, pellet, and single crystal respectively.
Key features of the XAS signal are reproduced in the OD-XAS, particularly for a
powder in the thin limit, which is almost interchangeable. The inverted edge jump
is observed in (c) and (d) because the increased thickness of the sample leads to
reabsorption and scattering of the measured signal. The OD-XAS signal tends to
be noisier than the XAS signal [92].
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Figure 2.12: Electrons that are excited from the core shells by the incident x-rays
can ascend to the conduction band and cross the band gap, contributing to XEOL
signal. The conduction band is labelled CB, the valence band VB.

2.12. As shown in [92] and [98] the XEOL signal intensity is given by

dIXEOL(x) = µηI(x)dx, (2.14)

where µ is the absorption coefficient, η is the light emission coefficient, I(x) is the

intensity of the incident x-rays at depth x in the sample. Substituting I(x) =

I0 exp (−xµ) and integrating over x for a sample thickness d gives

IXEOL = I0µη[1− exp (−dµ)] (2.15)

where I0 is the intensity of the incident x-ray beam. As the sample of interest is

comprised of nanoparticles the exponential term may be expanded in the limit of

small d, giving

IXEOL = I0µ0ηd(1− χ), (2.16)

where µ has been expanded in terms of the EXAFS function as in 2.12.
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While in principle the optically detected extended absorption fine structure

(OD-EXAFS) spectrum can be analysed by the same process as described for EX-

AFS, in practice the increased level of noise often prevents this. The restriction due

to noise could be ameliorated with a sufficiently long collection, but this is often

prohibitively time consuming. As the magnitude of the fine structure perturbations

diminishes rapidly with energy it reaches the level of the noise at a lower energy

than for EXAFS. The shorter extent of the spectrum means a less accurate Fourier

transform, often to the point where the smaller differences that this technique would

be used to illuminate would be lost entirely. This may not necessarily be disastrous,

however, as the normalised, background-subtracted signal can be used to gain insight

by comparing it to other OD-EXAFS spectra.

OD-XAS experiments using the XEOL signal were conducted at beamline B18

at Diamond Light Source. All data were collected at the Ge K-edge (∼ 11 keV) with

samples prepared to utilise the advantages of the thin limit [92] to ensure consistency

between transmission and optically-detected signals. The thin limit removes the

possibility of any thickness based effects such as negative edge jumps, positive jumps

with an inverted oscillation, and overtone oscillation in OD-XAS. Consequently

standard analysis is always applicable which simplifies data interpretation. The

detection system consisted of a Triax 190 spectrometer equipped with a Synapse

CCD and a Newport VIS Femtowatt photoreceiver. A Hamamatsu R3809U-50 MCP

photomultiplier was used for low signal conditions. The light was delivered to the

spectrometer using an optical fibre. All experiments have been conducted at T =

100 K using a cryojet system.

The following section details high pressure Raman spectroscopy using a dia-

mond anvil cell, which was used to alter the structure of nanoparticles.
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2.6 High Pressure Raman Experiments Using the

Diamond Anvil Cell

Raman experiments under high pressure are performed in essentially the same way

as as the ambient pressure Raman experiments described in section 2.1 with the

addition that the sample is now housed in a diamond anvil cell (DAC). This allows

a variable pressure to be applied to the sample and so adds an extra dimension

to the investigative capabilities as high pressure can be used to alter the atomic

structure of samples. The standard Bridgman type DAC used is shown in figure

2.13. It is capable of operating over the range of 1 - 500 GPa, and so will be more

than adequate for investigating Ge nanoparticles as amorphous Ge has a transition

pressure of ∼ six GPa [99] and crystalline Ge has a transition pressure of ∼ 11 GPa

[100].

The Bridgman DAC has three main components. Firstly are the two diamonds

(shown in blue in figure 2.13), typically of about one third of a carat, which have their

narrow, parallel faces opposing each other. The culet where the diamond faces make

contact is typically ∼ 0.6 mm in diameter. It is this narrow diameter and therefore

small surface area coupled with the diamonds relative incompressibility that allows

such high pressures to be achieved. Second is the force exerting device (grey in figure

2.13) which holds the diamonds in place and, by tightening the screws (labelled),

can be used to press the diamonds together from either side. Screws, or sometimes a

lever arm, are ideal as they allow the pressure to be incremented gradually, allowing

for a plethora of data points. Thirdly is the gasket (labelled). This is comprised of

a hard metal foil which prevents the diamond faces from coming in to contact. The

gasket has a cavity in which the sample and a hydrostatic medium are contained so
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Figure 2.13: A Bridgman type Diamond Anvil Cell shown in cross section. Applied
pressure is increased by tightening the screws. The ruby is present for pressure
calibration purposes. Modified from [102].

that they may be compressed [101].

The samples were mounted in the DAC and the same Raman equipment as

used for ambient pressure experiments was used. The samples were loaded in to

a hole drilled in a pre-indented gasket together with small amounts of ruby and a

pressure transmitting medium (in this case a methanol-ethanol mix). Once mounted,

the Raman spectra was acquired at various pressures up to ∼ 17 GPa where the

signal approached the level of the noise. The pressure was calibrated by observing

the change in the PL of the included ruby as its high pressure behaviour is well

characterised over the range of pressures that were observed [103, 104].

The next section briefly describes the production methods of the samples anal-

ysed using the above techniques.
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2.7 Sample Preparation

The samples detailed below along with their production methods were the focus of

the study. They represent a good cross-section of the Ge nanoparticle family. The

sample preparation includes techniques which start with a bulk phase sample and

reduce the size to the nanoscale, known as a top-down method. They also include

methods which begin with molecular compounds of Ge which are then reduced and

grown to the nanoscale, known as a bottom-up method. This variety allows the

investigation of whether some, all, or any of the observed characteristics are affected

by the particulars of the formation of the nanoparticle or if they are essentially

irrelevant. The sample set also contains samples which have been produced with

different surface termination. This allows some investigation into the sensitivity

of the particles characteristics to the species bonded to its surface, if any. The

samples were produced by Dr. Ali Karatutlu, and extensive information on the

below synthesis techniques can be found in [105].

Chemical etching is a fundamental top-down method. Hydrofluoric acid (HF)

is added to crystalline particles of Ge that are of the order of microns in size and the

acid corrodes them down to the nanoscale [106, 107]. While this is one of the simpler

methods (despite the inherent risks when using HF) it is necessary to be very exact

with the mixture and timings, otherwise it is possible to miss the nanoscale window

and completely destroy the particle’s. Alternatively, the nanoscale window may not

be reached at all and this may not apparent until further analysis of the sample

(TEM, Raman, PL, etc.) by which time it is too late to reduce the size further

without repeating the experiment completely. The chemically etched samples are

terminated with hydrogen. Oxygen terminated samples were produced by allowing
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them to oxidise in air for several weeks.

Sol-gel synthesis is a technique used to produce materials from smaller molec-

ular compounds [108, 109]. The “sol” part of the name comes from the colloidal

solution that is produced by the conversion of monomers. This then evolves towards

a multi-phase gel containing both solid and liquid phase material. After a drying

process and thermal treatment the end result is either a polymer network or a set

of independent particles, as in the present case.

Colloidal synthesis is another bottom up method. A colloidal solution contains

three basic constituents: solvents, surfactants (typically organic), and precursors.

The solution is heated which results in the precursors transforming to monomers.

The monomers will eventually supersaturate the solution. Once a sufficient level

of supersaturation has been achieved nanoparticles will begin to grow via a process

of nucleation [36, 37, 38, 110]. Two samples were produced via colloidal synthesis

using two different precursors. The first used GeO2 as a precursor and is denoted

with Ca1, the second used GeCl4 and is denoted as Cs1.

This concludes the detailing of the experimental techniques and the samples

they will be used to probe. In the next chapter the mathematical model of Raman

spectroscopy will be discussed, and how phonon confinement effects are integrated

into it.
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Chapter 3

Mathematical Modeling of Phonon

Confinement in Quantum

Structures

3.1 Phonon Confinement

Given the right conditions, Raman spectra can display sensitivity to the size of

the system. The sensitivity can be observed experimentally when the size of the

nanoparticles decreases, as the Raman peak position gets down-shifted and asym-

metrically broadened. This can be seen in figure 3.1. The changes happen in a

predictable way and as such can be used to determine the average size of the nanopar-

ticles in the sample to a level of accuracy (typically around 0.5 nm [111]) determined

by the resolution of the spectrometer (typically ≈ 1 cm−1). The shift and broadening

is a consequence of phonon confinement and the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.
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Figure 3.1: Reducing the size of the nanoparticles leads to the Raman line shape
becoming down-shifted, broadened and asymmetric. In this case the material was
SnO2 [4].

For a finite sized domain which is smaller than the mean free path of a phonon the

requirement that k ≈ 0 is relaxed for the Raman signal. The uncertainty in the

phonons position is reduced under the assumption that the phonons are confined

to the nanoparticle, and so the uncertainty in k can increase. This means that

phonons with non-zero k vector can participate in the Raman scattering [4]. The

contribution of these additional phonons means that effectively the phonon density

of states is being measured rather than the single point at k = 0. The asymmetry

is a result of the shape of the phonon dispersion curve seen in figure 2.4. The LO

phonon dispersion curve has a negative gradient. As the nanoparticle gets smaller

the relaxation of the k ≈ 0 selection rule increases, allowing phonons with increas-

ing momentum (and therefore decreasing energy) to become increasingly involved

and consequently the lower energy side of the peak broadens more rapidly than the

higher energy side leading to the characteristic asymmetry seen in figure 3.1 [79].

A fundamental part of the phonon confinement model is that it relies on

an expression for a phonon dispersion curve. This presents a problem when the
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nanoparticles are smaller than a critical size, generally taken to be around 2.2 nm

[51]. Below this limit the nature of the vibrations in the lattice are no longer well

described by the bulk phonon dispersion curves. For sizes lower than this boundary

an alternative system called the elastic sphere model can be used [79]. The elastic

sphere model quantises vibrational modes perpendicular and parallel to the surface

of the sphere, where the sphere is the nanoparticle (this model assumes spherical

nanoparticles). In the majority of cases considered from the literature the phonon

confinement model is sufficient and so the elastic sphere model will not be elaborated

upon further.

The behaviours described above are accounted for in the phonon confinement

model. The following section details the mathematics behind the phonon confine-

ment model, and some of the discussion surrounding it.

3.2 The Phonon Confinement Model

In order for Raman spectroscopy to be of any practical use in particle size analysis it

is necessary to have a model that reliably reproduces phonon confinement. Richter

et al [5] proposed a very intuitive model based on phonon confinement which was

later refined by Campbell and Fauchet [112]. The model is largely empirical, but is

ultimately quantum mechanical as it relies on the phonon wave vector q. Richter et

al start by describing the wavefunction for a phonon in an infinite crystal as

Φ(q0, r) = u(q0, r)e
−iq0·r, (3.1)
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where q0 is the wavevector of the phonon. When u(q0, r) has the periodicity of the

lattice then a phonon in a spherical nanoparticle of diameter L becomes

Ψ(q0, r) = W (r, L)Φ(q0, r) = Ψ′(q0, r)u(q0, r), (3.2)

where W (r, L) is the phonon weighting function and L is the particle size, and the

phonon is localised to r < L.

Richter et al used the Gaussian e−(2r2)/L2
for the W (r, L) term, and a set the

amplitude of the phonons to be 1/e at the edge of the nanoparticle. Campbell and

Fauchet note that this choice is not grounded in any theory, stating that there is

no physical reason to assume this form of confinement or its particular value at this

boundary [112]. Campbell and Fauchet go on to expand the Ψ′ term in a Fourier

series as

Ψ′(q0, r) =

∫
d3qC(q0, q)e

iq·r, (3.3)

where C(q0, q) are Fourier coefficients determined by

C(q0, q) =
1

(2π)3

∫
d3rΨ′(q0, r)e

−iq·r. (3.4)

A superposition of eigenfunctions with q wavevector centred at q0 make up the

phonon wavefunction. The modified first order Raman spectrum is then given by

I(ω) = I0

∫
d3q|C(0, q)|2

[ω − ω(q)]2 + (Γ0/2)2
. (3.5)
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Figure 3.2: Campbell and Fauchet’s model for Raman peak shift (FIT) shows good
agreement with experimental data (EXP). Reproduced from [5].

To simplify the calculation Campbell and Fauchet consider the phonon dis-

persion curves to be isotropic and use a spherical Brillouin zone. The selection rule

k ≈ 0 means that this assumption is justified as in such a small region close to the

origin the approximation is effectively identical to its more complex counterpart.

Campbell and Fauchet then go on to criticise Richter’s choice of weighting function,

and therefore Fourier coefficients. They conclude that the Fourier coefficients that

provide the best fit for the data for spherical nanoparticles are given by

|C(0, q)|2 =
1

(16π4 − q2L2)4
, (3.6)

as opposed to Richter’s coefficients, which are described by

|C(0, q)|2 = e−q
2L2/4. (3.7)

The Campbell and Fauchet model fits the data well, as can be seen in figure

3.2.

A key part of the phonon confinement model is the phonon dispersion curve,
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which is different for each material. Having a good mathematical description for this

is vital to the validity and usefulness of the model. The following section details the

phonon dispersion curve used in our implementation of the model.

3.3 The Phonon Dispersion Curve

In most of the earlier Raman studies of nanoparticles the expression for the phonon

dispersion curve for the calculation of the intensity was empirical and selected to be

that which was most easily presented or fit to the smoother curves. An example of

a dispersion curve used by Faraci et al [113] for Si is

[ω(q)]2 = 5222 − 126100q2

q + 0.53
. (3.8)

This method has been criticised by Gupta et al [6, 114] who present an alter-

native (see figure 3.3). By taking the phonon dispersion curve in the Γ-X direction

of the Brillouin zone they use the analytical form

ω(q) =
√
A+B cos (qa/2.6), (3.9)

where a is the lattice constant. Gupta et al claim that this dispersion curve improves

the fit over Faraci et al Their evidence for this can be seen in figure 3.3 which is an

example with Si.

The quality of the phonon dispersion curve is not the only limitation of the

model. The following section discusses other limitations of the model and their

potential consequences.
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Figure 3.3: Faraci et al ’s and Gupta et al ’s (listed in the legend as “Present data”)
fit for the LO phonon dispersion curve in Si and the experimental data for same.
Reproduced from [6].

3.4 Limitations of the Phonon Confinement Model

3.4.1 Intrinsic Limitations of the Model

It is important to note at this point that the accuracy of the size determined from

Raman measurements is only as accurate as the model is. Further, it may not

necessarily correspond to the actual nanoparticle size, it can be a measure of any

spatially limiting factor that the phonons may encounter. This can include, but is

not limited to, twins, stacking faults, inclusions, vacancies, boundaries and pores

[79]. Thus, it is more rigorous to describe the result as a coherence length defined

as 2π/∆k, where ∆k is the change in wave vector between q0(= 0) and q. It has

been shown that this coherence length can be the size of the nanoparticle by Li et al

[115], while Du et al [116] demonstrate that it can be representative of the spacing

between defects or impurities. The various potential definitions of the coherence

length show that great care must be taken when using Raman measurements to

estimate particle size. This is exemplified by Weber et al [117] who found an order
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of magnitude difference to the results found with electron microscopy. A most

interesting and useful result is that of Carles et al [118] who showed that the meaning

of the coherence length can change, it corresponds to the grain size for larger grains,

but represents the domain size in smaller grains that have undergone alloying.

3.4.2 Size and Shape Effects

Another potential issue is that the phonon confinement model assumes uniform size

and shape. As presented in equation 3.5 there is no allowance for particle size away

from the average, and the |C(0, q)|2 term is chosen for a given shape with no latitude

for deviation (spheres, rods, wires etc.). This is not representative of real samples,

as there will always be particles deviating from the average. Gupta et al [6] have

made some progress in allowing for a range of sizes by introducing another term to

equation 3.5 so that it becomes

I(ω) =

∫
ρ(L)dLI0

∫
d3q|C(0, q)|2

[ω − ω(q)]2 + (Γ0/2)2
, (3.10)

where ρ(L) is the log-normal size distribution which corresponds to the density

of vibrational states as each particle vibrates with a frequency that is inversely

proportional to its size. The log-normal distribution has the form

ρ(L) = A exp

(
− log(L/L0)2

2σ2

)
, (3.11)

where σ is a measure of the distribution width, L0 is the size that corresponds to

the maximum of the distribution and A is a constant. The effect that the inclusion

of a size distribution can have on the fitting has been shown by Adu et al [7], as
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Figure 3.4: The Raman spectrum for Si nanoparticles from Adu et al [7]. The
red circles represent the data. The blue circles represent the fit calculated when
assuming no size distribution, while the solid blue line represents the fit calculated
when a log-normal particle size distribution is included. Both fits use the phonon
confinement model. Reproduced from.

seen in figure 3.4. The size distribution used is log-normal, which they show in the

same paper to be the most appropriate for their sample. This goes some way to

dealing with the variation in particle size within a sample, but the issue of variation

of shape remains unaddressed.

3.4.3 Surface Phonons

As discussed in section 1.1, a nanoparticle can be formally subdivided into two

regions, the inner core and the outer surface. These two regions differ in coordination

numbers and in the average bond length. This is due to the difference in forces

experienced by the atoms in each region. All the atoms in the core are bonded

uniformly to neighbours of like atoms so it resembles the bulk in structure. However,

in the surface the nanoparticle is either passivated by being capped with atoms of
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Figure 3.5: The thickness of the surface layer, t, is largely independent of nanopar-
ticle size, D. [79].

some other element (e.g. hydrogen or oxygen) or there are dangling bonds leading

to surface reconstruction. This changes the forces experienced by the atoms in the

surface layer. If the forces are not isotropic then the atoms will shift from where they

would be expected to be located in a bulk lattice to a new position of equilibrium

resulting in surface relaxation. This change in bond strength and length influences

phonon behaviour and so changes in these parameters will change the observed

Raman spectra.

The thickness of the surface layer is generally unaffected by the size of the

nanoparticle as illustrated in figure 3.5 and so as the size is reduced the significance

of the effects of the surface increases.

The work of Liu et al [119] has shown that the effect of nanoparticle/substrate

interfaces may work to mitigate the effect of ignoring surface phonons. By dropping
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Si nanoparticles into porous Si they found that three new peaks became apparent

which had never been observed in amorphous, crystalline, nano, or porous Si. Due

to the similarity to the work reported by Duval et al [120], Liu et al concluded

that these peaks are from surface modes, and that they are usually eliminated by

extensive interfaces. The position of the peaks correspond very closely to those

predicted by their model which assumes that the surface of the nanoparticles is

free. If these surface phonons are suppressed when the nanoparticles are not quasi-

free, it is possible that any contribution to the LO peak, which is typically the

phonon branch of interest, is suppressed as well. While this means that there is no

particular issue for the majority of cases examined that are on a substrate, it has

the potential to pose problems for some nanoparticle applications, such as anything

biological. This is because the nanoparticles will no longer be confined to a substrate

and aggregated together, but will be free floating and diluted. However, it is also

possible that this effect could lead to benefits, as the three new peaks appear to

be dependent on nanoparticle diameter as well, and so could potentially be used

in conjunction with the typically used LO peak to determine the character of the

nanoparticles to a greater level of accuracy.

3.4.4 Assumption of Isotropy

The phonon confinement model contains the assumption that the nanoparticles are

isotropic. It is probable that this is acceptable for most, if not almost all, materials

in the limit of q close to the Brillouin zone centre [121]. However, a more effective

method is to integrate equation 3.5 along the main directions of the Brillouin zone

[122].
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The integral in equation 3.5 is one dimensional and so assumes that the phonon

dispersion is isotropic. Recent work by Korepanov et al [123] details a method for

allowing for anisotropy in the phonon dispersion. The anisotropy they address can be

seen in figure 3.6. While their work is looking specifically at diamond nanoparticles,

this approach would be equally as valid for Ge as the structure is the same, and the

apparent anisotropy of the phonon dispersion in Ge is shown in figure 1.6. A further

important change made in [123] is to integrate from −∞ to +∞ rather than from

zero to one, which is necessary as the lattice periodicity is broken. Their version of

the integral thus becomes

I(ω) ∼=
∫ ∫ ∫ ∞

−∞

exp (−q2σ2/12)

(ω − ω(q))2 + (Γ0(σ)/2)2
dqxdqydqz. (3.12)

The current usefulness of Korepanov et al ’s method is limited by the reliability

of the available experimental data for nano scale particles [123]. Combining this with

the requirement for pressure dependent phonon dispersion curves for each dqx, dqy,

and dqz, it will probably be some time before this method could be implemented

effectively for our purposes.

The following chapter details and discusses the results of the experimental

procedures. Specifically, PL, TEM, XRD, and Raman Spectroscopy.
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Figure 3.6: The phonon dispersion sheet in the (100) and (110) directions for LO
phonons in the first Brillouin zone. The points are experimental results used for
fitting [123].
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Chapter 4

Structural Characterisation

Results and Discussion

4.1 Photoluminescence Results

PL measurements were collected with a He-Cd laser (442 nm) coupled to a TRIAX

320 spectrometer equipped with a photomultiplier, via optical fibre. The experi-

mental resolution was one nm [124]. PL measurements were performed to ensure

that the samples were indeed photoluminescent. The change in light emission was

as it is expected to be if the band gap had changed in accordance with the quantum

confinement model. Light emission is very important for potential applications and

is also important as it is a prerequisite for OD-XAS studies.

The difference in colour between nanoscale samples and bulk is shown in figure

4.1 and is a clear indicator that there is a change in the band gap when a sample

is reduced to nanoscale. This change is continuous and results in a shift in the PL
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: Panel (a) shows powdered bulk Ge. Panel (b) shows Ge nanoparticles,
whose colour is markedly different from that of bulk Ge. Shown here are increas-
ing concentrations of colloidally produced nanoparticles achieved by centrifugation.
Image of bulk Ge from [125].

peak which is dependent on the particle size as shown by Brus [68]. Consequently

the PL peak position can be used to infer details of the nanoparticles size [126] using

R =

(
π2~2

2µ(E∆ − Eg)

)1/2

, (4.1)

where R is the nanoparticle size, µ(0.028m0) is the reduced mass of the exciton

(electron-hole pair), E∆ is the energy of the emitted photon, and Eg is the bulk

band gap. Equation 4.1 assumes that the emission is from electrons relaxing across

the band gap. Consequently PL can be used to probe whether this is the source of

emission in the samples by comparing the result to that obtained by other techniques.

The photoluminescence can be seen in figure 4.2.

Figure 4.3 shows the PL spectra for the samples produced via chemical etching

(oxygen and hydrogen terminated), and sol-gel synthesis. The hydrogen terminated

etched sample has a peak at around 773 nm, which corresponds to a particle size of

4.2 ± 0.1 nm. The oxygen terminated etched sample has been fitted using Magic-

Plot [127]. The best fit was determined by maximising the value of Q, the quality of

fit. The best fit had a Q value of 0.9985 and was found to consist of three Gaussian
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Figure 4.2: The photoluminescence (442 nm excitation) exhibited by nanocrystalline
Ge embedded in silica is clearly visible to the naked eye.

3.2 nm 3.5 nm 3.9 nm 4.3 nm 3.4 nm 3.8 nm

Figure 4.3: The photoluminescence spectra etched (left) and sol-gel (right) samples
(442 nm excitation). The oxygen terminated etched sample and sol-gel sample
consisted of multiple peaks and have been fitted with MagicPlot. The peaks in the
oxygen terminated etched sample correspond to sizes of 3.9 ± 0.1 nm, 3.5 ± 0.1 nm,
and 3.2 ± 0.1 nm. The hydrogen terminated etched sample peak corresponds to a
size of 4.3 ± 0.1 nm. The sol-gel sample peaks correspond to sizes of 3.8 ± 0.1 nm
and 3.4 ± 0.1 nm.
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3.8 nm 4.4 nm

Figure 4.4: The photoluminescence spectra of the colloidal samples (Ca1 and Cs1,
442 nm excitation). The peak positions of Ca1 and Cs1 were found to have peaks
that correspond to particle sizes of 4.4 ± 0.1 nm and 3.8 ± 0.1 nm respectively.

peaks, centred at 698 nm, 605 nm, and 532 nm. These would correspond to particle

sizes of 3.9 ± 0.1 nm, 3.5 ± 0.1 nm, and 3.2 ± 0.1 nm respectively. However, it is

typical that oxidation leads to a shift of the PL peak towards shorter wavelengths

[128], and as such it is likely that the PL spectrum collected from the oxygen ter-

minated particles is shifted not only as a result of their reduced size, but also as

a consequence of their oxidised state. This renders their size estimation less useful

than that of the hydrogen terminated particles, but may offer insight as to where

the optical emission is originating, as is investigated later. As the oxygen termi-

nated etched particles have three peaks it is of course possible that there is emission

from multiple substructures. For instance, from the nanocrystalline Ge, or from the

oxidised surface layer.

The peak for the sol-gel sample was fitted with two Gaussian curves. The

best fit (with an Q value of 0.9991) was found to have peaks at 673 nm and 581

nm, which would correspond to particle sizes of 3.8 ± 0.1 nm and 3.4 ± 0.1 nm.

Once again, these different peaks may correspond to different structures within the
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sample. It is unlikely that they are a consequence of a size distribution as this would

not be expected to result in multiple peaks as the effect should be continuous.

The peak of Ca1 is at approximately 810 nm and Cs1 at approximately 680

nm, corresponding to respective sizes of 4.4 ± 0.1 nm and 3.8 ± 0.1 nm. The peak

for Cs1 lies at a lower wavelength than that of Ca1, but considering the methods of

fabrication it is Ca1 that has the potential to have the highest oxygen content. This

suggests that the shift in this case is largely, if not entirely, due to the nanoscale

of the structures, and potentially lends credence to the idea that the three peaks

displayed by the oxygen terminated etched sample are due to different emission

environments.

Clearly, any interpretations drawn from PL are necessarily tenuous because

PL is indicative of the lowest energy level which results in radiative emission, while

providing no indication whether this level corresponds to the bottom of the conduc-

tion band, surface states or is a result of oxidation. The following section details

the results of TEM, which provides reliable size measurements as it allows direct

observation of the sample.

4.2 TEM Results

Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 show TEM images of the etched, sol-gel, and colloidal (Ca1

and Cs1) samples, along with histograms of the particle sizes. The TEM of the

etched sample corresponds to both oxygen and hydrogen terminated samples, as the

oxygen terminated sample is a portion of the hydrogen terminated sample that was

oxidised by exposure to air for two weeks.
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Figure 4.5: TEM image and corresponding histogram for the sample produced by
chemical etching. The average particle size was determined to be 10 ± 2.4 nm from
a random sampling of 60 nanoparticles.

Nanoparticles visible in the TEM micrographs were analysed, resulting in size

values for 60 randomly selected nanoparticles for the etched, sol-gel, and colloidal

samples. These values were compiled into the corresponding histograms, shown in

the figures with the respective TEM micrographs. As can be seen in the figures

this analysis found that the nanoparticles in the etched, sol-gel, Ca1, and Cs1 had

average sizes of 10 ± 2.4 nm, 8 ±1.6 nm, 3.8 ± 0.8 nm, and 3.7 ± 0.6 nm respectively.

The uncertainty quoted is the standard deviation of the particles measured.

TEM essentially allows one to see the nanoparticles directly and so is consid-

ered to be the most accurate method available to measure the nanoparticles size.

Moreover, high resolution TEM can, in principle, provide direct structural informa-

tion. However, we have been unable to obtain TEM data of sufficiently high res-

olution using an in-house TEM. Furthermore, high resolution TEM measurements

are known to affect the structure of samples, especially in the case of nanoparticles

[129]. Hence we use XRD to probe the structure in a non-invasive way, the results

of which are detailed in the following section.
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TEM of Sol-gel

Figure 4.6: TEM image and corresponding histogram for the sample produced by
sol-gel synthesis. The average particle size was determined to be 8 ± 1.6 nm from
a random sampling of 60 nanoparticles
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Figure 4.7: TEM images and corresponding histograms for the colloidally produced
samples. Ca1 and Cs1 were found to have particle sizes of 3.8 ± 0.8 nm and 3.7 ±
0.6 nm respectively.
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4.3 X-ray Diffraction Results

XRD data have only been collected for samples prepared by the colloidal synthesis

routes due to limited beam time availability. At that point the colloidal synthesis

route had shown itself to be the most effective method of producing Ge nanoparticles.

The background-subtracted XRD spectra of the colloidally produced samples are

shown in figure 4.8, with the spectrum for crystalline bulk Ge for comparison. Both

Ca1 and Cs1 have a single broad peak centred slightly above and slightly below a

2θ value of 20°. The variation between the two peak positions is a result of not

only differences in the samples (although this does play a part, as discussed below),

but because different x-ray energies were used for each sample. As indicated on the

graphs, 9500 eV was used for Ca1 and 8047 eV for Cs1.

Figure 4.8: Background-subtracted x-ray diffraction spectra for the colloidally pro-
duced samples, Ca1 and Cs1. Using the Scherrer equation the particle sizes were
found to be 1.6 ± 0.2 nm and 1.7 ± 0.2 nm respectively. The single broad peak is
indicative of an amorphous sample. The XRD spectrum of bulk crystalline Ge is
shown in green.

The single broad peak suggests that the colloidally produced samples may be

amorphous. However, an amorphously broadened peak in Ge is expected to have

a width of approximately 10-15°, given how little instrumental and temperature
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broadening is present, as illustrated by the spectrum of crystalline bulk Ge spectrum

in figure 4.8 [50, 130]. The peaks observed in figure 4.8 are only about 5°, half of

what would be expected in amorphous Ge. XRD is a measure of long range order

(correlations), and given the scale of the nanoparticles it is a distinct possibility that

the observed broadening of the signal may be due to the small particle size, while

the structure within them may indeed be crystalline (or partially crystalline). Size

dependent broadening is described by the Scherrer equation [86], given in equation

2.11.

Figure 4.8 is the XRD spectra for the colloidally produced samples. The

anomalies at 2θ values of approximately 15, 25, 35, 44, and 52 degrees correspond

to gaps in the sensor array and are not indicative of actual peaks or a potentially

problematic systematic error. The red lines in figure 4.8 are Gaussian peaks used

to fit the data, the details of which are given in table 4.1.

Ca1 Cs1
Centre (°) 22.351 ± 0.009 18.434 ± 0.007
FWHM (°) 4.66 ± 0.02 4.16 ± 0.02

Table 4.1: The parameters of the Gaussian fits of Ca1 and Cs1 in figure 4.8.

Using the Scherrer formula (equation 2.11), XRD determined the particle size

in Ca1 to be 1.6 ± 0.2 nm, and in Cs1 to be 1.7 ± 0.2 nm. These results are larger

than the lower size limit for this technique of 0.8 nm. The following section details

the results of Raman spectroscopy experiments on the samples.
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4.4 Raman Spectroscopy

Ambient pressure Raman spectroscopy, as described in section 2.1, was performed

for the etched, sol-gel, and colloidally produced samples. The samples in figure 4.1

show a change in colour from the bulk Ge. This change in colour is the first evidence

of possible size effects that result in changes of their optical properties making the

colloidal samples suitable candidates for further investigation.
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Figure 4.9: The Raman spectrum of bulk Ge at ambient pressure, exhibiting the
characteristic narrow peak just below 300 cm−1. The red line is fit to the peak based
on the RWL model, discussed in chapter 3, for an arbitrarily large nanoparticle, here
300 nm.

The resultant spectra for the ambient Raman of the etched, sol-gel, and col-

loidally produced samples are shown in figures 4.10 and 4.11. The best fit of the

Raman spectrum using the Richter-Wang-Ley (RWL) model is also shown on the

graphs in red. Details of how the fit was performed can be found in Appendix A.

The fit is based on matching the full width half maximum (FWHM) and the peak

position of the data to the model. The average sizes of the nanoparticles obtained

from the fits are shown in table 4.2. The Raman spectrum of bulk Ge fitted with

the RWL model is shown in figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.10: The Raman spectra for the etched and sol-gel samples fitted with the
RWL model. Particle sizes of 3.0 ± 0.3 nm, 7.3 ± 0.3 nm, and 5.3 ± 0.3 nm were
found to produce the best fit peaks for the hydrogen terminated etched sample,
oxygen terminated etched sample, and sol-gel sample respectively.
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Sample Size (nm)
Etched H 3.0 ± 0.3
Etched O 7.3 ± 0.3
Sol-Gel 5.3 ± 0.3
Ca1 2.6 ± 0.3
Cs1 3.0 ± 0.3

Table 4.2: The average size of the nanoparticles in each sample as determined by
the RWL model.
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Figure 4.11: The Raman spectra for the colloidally produced samples fitted with
the RWL model. Particle sizes of 2.6 ± 0.3 nm and 3.0 ± 0.3 were found to produce
the best fit peaks for Ca1 and Cs1 respectively.

The spectra themselves show all the hallmarks of being from nanoscale ma-

terials; the peak is shifted to lower wavenumbers relative to the bulk value of 301

cm−1 [131], and the peaks have become clearly asymmetric. These two characteristic

changes to the lineshape in the Raman spectra are a good indication for a sample to

be of nanoscale size. Care must be taken, however, as asymmetric broadening can

also be seen in amorphous samples [80].

The fits performed using the RWL model (described in chapter 3) appear to

overestimate peak intensity at lower wavenumbers and underestimate it at higher

wavenumbers (the obvious exception being the fit of the sol-gel sample). For the

etched sample and for the high wavenumber side of the sol-gel sample these discrep-
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ancies are small. They might even be considered to be on the order of experimental

error considering the possibility of imperfect calibration and uncertainties in instru-

mental broadening. However the discrepancies of the lower wave number side of the

sol-gel sample and both colloidal samples are too large to be written off as such.

The small mismatch between the data and the model for most of the samples can be

accounted for by the three dimensional dispersion model, as this is the most obvious

omission from the adapted model (that is, the assumption of isotropy, detailed in

section 3.4.4). However, while the three dimensional dispersion model does pro-

vide a clear improvement in fitting the Raman peak shape [123], it would probably

not result in a significant improvement in size evaluation within the limits of our

experimental error as the peak position and FWHM will be minimally affected.

Another possible explanation for the discrepancy is that we did not account

for size distribution in our calculations. Nanoparticles produced via most routes are

observed to have a log-normal distribution [132, 133, 134] and so tend to have a

greater number of larger particles in the sample, if only for the reason that there

is no upper limit to the size, while there will always be a lower limit for particle

size. We tested the effect of particle size distribution and found that it does not

result in a better description of the peak shape. It does, however, lead to increased

correlation between parameters during the fitting, and thus increased errors in size

evaluation. Consequently this may lead to a systematic underestimation of the size

of the particles in the sample.

The sol-gel sample fit has the opposite discrepancies, underestimating at lower

wavenumbers and slightly over estimating for higher wavenumbers. Considering

the size distribution from TEM for this sample, it is highly unlikely that the low

wavenumber discrepancy is due to a contribution from small particles as particles
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small enough to contribute significantly at those wavenumbers are absent from the

sample. The signal from the amorphous component is another possibility for the

discrepancy. The possibility of the presence of an amorphous component in em-

bedded nanoparticles has been previously reported [46], where it was shown using

EXAFS analysis that an amorphous layer was formed between the Ge nanoparticles

and the SiO2 matrix.

The average particle sizes determined by each technique are summarised in

table 4.3. There are clearly some discrepancies in the sizes calculated by different

techniques for the same sample, in many cases beyond the range of experimental

error. This can be attributed to the specific natures of the techniques and the

different properties of samples that they probe as discussed earlier. Consequently

these discrepancies are indicative of possible complex morphology of the samples and

can be used to obtain details about the structure of the nanoparticles themselves.

Uncertainties in TEM measurements are from the half width half maximum of the

corresponding size distributions. Uncertainties in PL and XRD measurements come

from uncertainties in the PL and XRD peak positions. Uncertainties in Raman

measurements come from uncertainties in the fitting of the Raman peaks.

Determined size (nm) for
Technique Etched-H Etched-O Sol-Gel Ca1 Cs1

4.3 ± 0.1 3.9 ± 0.1 3.8 ± 0.1 4.4 ± 0.1 3.8 ± 0.1
PL 3.5 ± 0.1 3.4± 0.1

3.2 ± 0.1
TEM 10 ± 2.4 10 ± 2.4 8 ± 1.6 3.8 ± 0.8 3.7 ± 0.6
XRD 1.6 ± 0.2 1.7 ± 0.2
Raman 3.0 ± 0.3 7.3 ± 0.3 5.3 ± 0.3 2.6 ± 0.3 3.0 ± 0.3

Table 4.3: A summary of the average sizes of the nanoparticles in the samples
as determined by the experimental techniques outlined in this section. There are
discrepancies between the direct measurement of TEM, the less direct XRD, and
indirect Raman.
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For the hydrogen terminated etched sample TEM gives a size of 10 nm while

Raman gives a size of three nm, which is clearly a discrepancy. If the nanoparticle

were entirely crystalline then the size from Raman would be expected to be the

same as that from TEM. The fact that Raman measurements suggest a smaller size

than TEM indicates that the particles may not be wholly crystalline. The difference

between these techniques is that Raman is sensitive to atomic structure while TEM

performed at the resolution reported here can only provide an accurate measure of

the nanoparticle size. This discrepancy suggests that there is a crystalline compo-

nent to the nanoparticles, but it is small. This could be a result of either a small

crystalline component in each nanoparticle, or the presence of small crystalline and

larger amorphous nanoparticles. There is also the possibility that the objects seen in

the TEM images are themselves porous structures containing smaller nanoparticles.

However, we have not been able to identify such smaller substructures in our TEM

measurements.

The oxygen terminated etched sample also shows discrepancies in size analysis

from various techniques, though to a lesser degree. The size from TEM is 10 nm

while the size from Raman is 7.3 nm. A smaller discrepancy may be a result of

recrystallisation of the amorphous component during the oxidation process.

The sol-gel sample once again shows similar discrepancies. The size from TEM

is eight nm, larger than the size from Raman which is 5.3 nm. This again indicates

that the nanoparticles may be amorphous with a smaller crystalline component.

Also, the possibility of a porous structure for this sample is far less likely than for that

of the etched sample. Firstly their appearance is very regular, all the particles are

essentially spherical. Secondly, their method of production effectively precludes it.

The nanoparticles were produced by growing them from a nucleus through diffusion
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and so it is a bottom-up method (unlike etched which is top-down). The result of

this is that there is much more likely to be amorphous content within the particle

than for it to be a porous structure.

The colloidally produced sample Ca1 is significantly smaller under TEM than

both the etched and sol-gel samples. The size from TEM for Ca1 was 3.8 nm with

the size from Raman being 2.6 nm. This represents the smallest discrepancy between

TEM and Raman seen so far. However, the measurements still don’t agree within

experimental error and the implication now is that the sample is mainly crystalline

with a smaller amorphous content. This sample is almost certainly not a porous

structure considering both the similarity in the calculated sizes and the production

method which, as sol-gel, is bottom-up. Unlike the previously discussed samples,

XRD was performed for Ca1. XRD data give a smaller size than Raman, and is good

evidence that there is a crystalline component to the sample as diffraction is highly

structurally dependent. The conclusion for this sample is that the nanoparticles

consist of both crystalline and amorphous structures.

The colloidally produced Cs1 exhibits largely the same characteristics as Ca1,

though by different magnitudes. There is a smaller discrepancy between sizes from

TEM and Raman, and a larger one between Raman and XRD. Hence the conclusion

is the same, that these nanoparticles are crystalline with amorphous content, and

not porous structures.

The general tendency for all samples is thus similar, as TEM measurements

result in larger particle sizes than any other method. The most direct technique

employed was the TEM as it allows direct visual observation of the nanoparticles,

without relying on any assumptions. As such it is an excellent benchmark to use
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as a comparison for the other measurements. The TEM measurement is essentially

an upper limit, and anything exceeding it must indicative of an inadequacy in an

underlying model of structure and/or morphology of the nanoparticles.

The second most reliable technique is XRD, as it is a direct probe of the

atomic structure of samples. However, the size analysis is based on the Scherrer

equation and provides an “effective” size assuming a crystalline region and does not

take into account broadening due to structural disorder. The size obtained from this

technique is indicative of the size of the crystalline portion of the nanoparticle. For

both colloidal samples on which XRD was performed, the size was found to be about

half that of the value found by TEM. This suggests that while the nanoparticles may

not be completely crystalline, they are not wholly amorphous either. If the particles

were completely crystalline then the calculations of size from the Scherrer equation

would be expected to be consistent with the observed size from TEM. If the particles

were completely amorphous the Raman peak would be expected to have an energy

shift of 275 cm−1 at most (as in figure 2.5), and more likely lower due to nanoscale

effects, but all Raman peaks have energy shifts greater than 280 cm−1.

The size determined by PL is based on a model and so it is an indirect method

and can only ever be as accurate or applicable as the model itself. Using PL to eval-

uate particle size is based on the quantum confinement effect and the related theory

described in section 1.3 and on the assumption that PL is due to recombination

across the band gap of a corresponding crystalline structure. The nanoparticle size

calculated from the PL for both colloidal samples is significantly larger than the size

of the crystalline region determined by XRD. It is also larger than the size found

by TEM, though they agree within experimental error. This is indicative of the

fact that PL is the least reliable method for size determination as it relies on an
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assumption of precise knowledge of the nature of the light emission. For the larger

etched and sol-gel nanoparticles the size from PL is within the expected range, in

the absence of any XRD data. It is possible then that the emission in the larger

particles is representative of size, but considering that this cannot be the case in

the smaller colloidal nanoparticles, this is deemed unlikely. However, it can be said

with confidence that the peaks from 550 nm to around 650 nm in figure 4.3 are a

result of emission from oxidised Ge. The other peaks could be from a crystalline

or amorphous region in the particles, or from interface states of the nanoparticles

between the nanoparticle proper and the oxide layer on the surface. This can only

be speculative as without a good model and further experimental work (e.g. a com-

bination of PL, absorption, and photoluminescence excitation (PLE)) it is difficult

to determine anything more specific. This combination allows the correlation of fea-

tures in the absorption spectrum with the information on the energy levels directly

contributing to PL and thus to link indirectly (e.g. through modelling) the light

emission and atomic structure responsible [135, 136, 137].

The size from Raman is also based on a model and so it is also an indirect

method. The peak corresponds to a broadened and shifted bulk crystalline Raman

peak. This is supported by the fact that XRD indicates that there is a crystalline

component to the structure. The fact that the size from Raman is greater than that

from XRD is due to the Raman method measuring more than just the crystalline

part of the structure. This reflects the nature of the technique in that it is a probe

of vibrational character and in small or disordered samples can also probe the vi-

brational density of states. However, it is also possible that there are amorphous

regions within the sample, whose contribution to the Raman spectrum could fur-

ther broaden the spectrum independently of size effects, purely as a consequence of
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structural effects. This could lead to the size determined by the RWL model to be

overestimated compared to XRD.

This uncertainty between amorphous particles and a crystalline-amorphous

mix model can be resolved by studying the Raman spectrum when the samples are

subjected to high hydrostatic pressure. The differences in the transition pressures

of the two phases of Ge (amorphous Ge has a phase transition at ∼ 6 GPa [99]

and crystalline Ge at ∼ 11 GPa [100], under hydrostatic compression) make this

an ideal technique for distinguishing between phases. The pressure induced phase

transition results in the Ge sample transforming into a metallic phase, resulting in

the loss of Raman signal. Thus one can hope to distinguish between amorphous

and crystalline samples by noting at which pressure the Raman signal is lost. In

nanoparticles consisting of both amorphous and crystalline components the Raman

signal would be expected to be persistent at significantly higher pressures than if the

nanoparticles were purely amorphous. However, one would expect a narrowing of the

Raman peak with pressure increase above the value for transition in an amorphous

phase due to an increase in sample crystallinity. The results of high pressure Raman

spectroscopy are discussed in the following chapter.
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Chapter 5

High Pressure Raman

Spectroscopy Results and Analysis

5.1 High Pressure Raman Experimental Results

High pressure Raman experiments were conducted as described in section 2.6. The

sol-gel sample was not studied under pressure due to the presence of the SiO2 matrix,

which excludes the possibility of hydrostatic compression. The visual appearance

of Cs1 under various pressures is shown in figure 5.1 and is typical of the visual

behaviour of all samples studied. As pressure is increased a black spot develops in

the middle of the sample. The spot contains nanoparticles that have undergone a

transition to an opaque phase at around 14 GPa. The appearance of the black spot

approximately at the centre and its outward growth with pressure is expected as

this follows the pressure profile of DACs, where the highest pressure in the middle,

decreasing towards the edges [138, 139]. Ruby photoluminescence and Ge Raman
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measurements were taken midway between the centre and the edge, approximately

where the left edge of the dark circle is in the 24 GPa image in figure 5.1. Both

[138] and [139] show that the pressure in the centre can be 30-40% higher than at

the midpoint by compressing a piece of metal between diamonds. This, of course,

is not the case under hydrostatic compression. However, above around seven GPa

the methanol-ethanol mixture used as a pressure transmitting medium is a solid

and is no longer trully hydrostatic [140]. Therefore, one would expect a pressure

profile to develop with the pressure being slightly higher in the middle of the DAC.

It is clear that nanoparticles in the centre transform first, and this is because of the

pressure profile of the cell. This demonstrates how important it is to take Raman

measurements from the same area of the cell as the ruby fluorescence in order to

ensure accurate pressure values.

2417.5

14.8 0 

Figure 5.1: The visual appearance of Cs1 nanoparticles under a microscope at the
indicated pressures in GPa. The dark spot in the centre present at higher pressures
is the area of the nanoparticles that have transformed to an opaque phase. Given
the pressure profile of a DAC this pattern is expected as the pressure in the centre
is highest.

The experimental results can be seen in figure 5.2. Figure 5.2(a) shows the Ra-
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Etched (H)

Ca1

Cs1

Figure 5.2: Experimental results of high pressure Raman experiments, starting at
ambient pressure and rising to 17.5 GPa. (a) shows stacked Raman spectra for Cs1,
(b) shows the peak position against pressure, with the bulk expectation (extended
as a guide to the eye). The shift calculated by the modified RWL model for a 2.5
nm nanoparticle is included for comparison.

man spectra collected at the pressures indicated for sample Cs1. Most conspicuously,

the signal is still present not only well above the amorphous transition pressure (≈

six GPa), but also well above the bulk transition pressure (≈ 11 GPa). The signal

can still be distinguished up to ∼ 18 GPa. As the pressure is increased the Raman

spectrum is seen to shift to higher wavenumbers, broaden, and reduce in intensity.

This is the observed behaviour for all samples subjected to high hydrostatic pressure.

Both the shift to higher wavenumbers and the broadening are observed behaviours

for bulk crystalline Ge. These effects are sufficiently well understood that they may

be incorporated into the RWL model to allow for them. This is demonstrated in

section 5.2.

Figure 5.2(b) shows the peak position of the Raman spectra against the applied

pressure for the etched and colloidal samples, and what is expected from the bulk.

While the peak shift to higher wavenumbers was expected, the rate of change of the

peak position at high pressures observed in both the etched and colloidal samples is

significantly different from that of the bulk.
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In an effort to better understand these results the RWL model has been

adapted to include pressure dependencies, detailed in the next section.

5.2 Model of Raman Spectroscopy Under High

Pressure

To facilitate a more thorough analysis of the results of Raman measurements taken

under pressure a theoretical model has been developed which calculates the expected

Raman spectrum for a sample with a given average size and a given applied pressure.

The model is based on the RWL phonon confinement model described in chapter 3,

the Murnaghan equation of state has been used in conjunction with fits to empirical

data of the bulk pressure response to incorporate the expected effects of pressure on

the nanoparticles. Details of how these were used to modify the expression and the

expected effects are detailed in the following sections.

The Murnaghan Equation of State

The Murnaghan equation of state (MES) is typically written as

P (V ) =
B0

B′0

[(
V

V0

)−B′0
− 1

]
, (5.1)

where P is the applied pressure, V is the material volume, B0 is the bulk modulus,

and B′0 is the pressure derivative of the bulk modulus. The MES describes the

relationship between the volume of a material under a given pressure in terms of the

bulk modulus [141]. For the purposes of this work, assuming spherical nanoparticles,
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the MES can be rewritten in terms of the nanoparticle size and the lattice parameter

as follows:

d(P ) = d0 (PB′0/B0 + 1)
−1/3B′0 , (5.2a)

a(P ) = a0 (PB′0/B0 + 1)
−1/3B′0 (5.2b)

where d(P ) and a(P ) are the particle size and lattice parameter under applied

pressure, a0 is the lattice parameter at ambient pressure, and d0 is the particle

size at ambient pressure. The lattice parameter in the expression for the phonon

dispersion curve and the particle size enters the RWL expression via the confinement

function.

Equation 5.2a shows that applied pressure will result in the size of the particle

being reduced. As seen previously a smaller particle results in a greater shift of the

Raman peak. However this considered the nanoparticle to get smaller by reducing

the number of atoms within it. The Grüneisen parameter, γ, correlates the change in

phonon frequency to a change in size for a constant number of atoms. The Grüneisen

parameter is given by

γi = −V
ωi

∂ωi
∂V

, (5.3)

where V is the volume and ωi is the phonon frequency. Bulk Ge has a Grüneisen

parameter of 0.96 ± 0.05 for the LO phonon at the Γ point [142]. The positive value

implies that as the volume is reduced the phonon frequency is expected to increase.

Indeed, as shown in figure 5.2, the Raman peak moves to higher energy shifts.
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Equation 5.2b shows that applied pressure will result in a reduction in the

lattice parameter. This essentially makes bonds shorter and stiffer. The basic

principles of Raman spectroscopy lead to the conclusion that this will result in

the peak becoming narrower and shifting to higher frequencies. The result of this

is that a reduction in the lattice parameter (and therefore bond length) and volume

(and thus the effect of the size) have an opposite effect on the Raman frequency,

but essentially cancel each other out (see Appendix B).

Pressure Dependent Phonon Dispersion Curve

The second amendment made to the RWL model was to incorporate a pressure

dependence into the expression for the phonon dispersion curve. The fit to the

dispersion curve found in Das [143] is a sufficiently close match for our purposes.

Das et al find the phonon dispersion ωq to be described by

ωq = [ω0 − 104(qa/2π)]2. (5.4)

This expression is dependent on the lattice parameter and so can be rewritten in

terms of pressure using the MES, like so:

ωq(P ) =

{
ω0(P )− 104

[
q

2π
a0

(
B′0
B0

P + 1

)−1/3B′0
]}2

. (5.5)

Incorporating The Bulk Pressure Dependence

Another key aspect that needs to be included is the bulk response to increased

pressure. This has been measured empirically by Olego et al in [144]. They found
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that the peak position of the Raman spectrum for the TO mode in bulk Ge to be

dependent on the applied pressure according to

ωq = (300± 0.5) + (1027± 10)
−∆a

a0

cm−1, (5.6)

where ∆a is the change in the lattice parameter as a result of the applied pressure.

From figure 5.2 it is clear that the Raman peak position for bulk Ge increases with

pressure up to at least 11 GPa. Bulk Ge undergoes a phase transition at around this

pressure and no longer exhibits this particular phonon peak so measuring beyond it

is impossible. However, for the sake of comparison, calculations based on it can be

extended beyond the value of the bulk transition pressure.

While being useful, this expression is not as flexible as the previous two mod-

ifications (the MES and the pressure dependent phonon dispersion curve) as it is

only stated in terms of the change to the lattice parameter. By recognising that

∆a = a0 − a and using the MES, ωq can be rewritten as a function of pressure and

the bulk modulus as

ωq = (300± 0.5) + (1027± 10)

(
1−

[
B′0
B0

P + 1

]−1/3B′0
)

cm−1. (5.7)

Incorporating this into the RWL model is expected to lead to the Raman peak

shifting to higher wavenumbers as the applied pressure increases, following the same

pattern as is observed in the bulk pressure dependence. The alternative fit made by
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Olego et al in terms of pressure rather than lattice parameter as

ω0 = (300.6± 0.5) + (3.85± 0.05)P − (3.9± 0.6)10−2P 2 cm−1 (5.8)

shows clearly that there is a strong positive linear component and a weakly neg-

ative quadratic component. This will lead to the peak position shifting to higher

wavenumbers with pressure.

The Pressure Dependent Phonon Confinement Model

Using equations 5.2, 5.5, and 5.7, the original RWL model can be rewritten to include

a pressure dependency

I(ω, P,B0) =

∫ 2π/a(P )

0

exp[−(qd(P,B0)/4π)2]a(P,B0)πq2

(ω − ωq(P ))2 + (Γ0/2)2
dq. (5.9)

With the exception of the lattice parameter and size effects, these processes

are expected to operate on the signal independently. In the following section the

results of this adapted model are compared with the experimental results to gain a

greater understanding of the unusual exhibited behaviour.

5.3 Comparing Experimental Results to The Adapted

Model.

The experimental results plotted alongside results calculated from the adapted RWL

model are presented in figure 5.3. Figure 5.3(a) shows the experimental Raman
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Ca1
Cs1

(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: Panel (a) shows the experimental Raman peak positions plotted against
pressure compared to that calculated for various size nanoparticles. Panel (b) shows
the experimental Raman peak positions plotted against pressure compared to that
calculated for a 2.5 nm particle with various stated bulk moduli.

peak positions plotted against pressure with the peak positions for nanoparticles of

various sizes, indicated on the graph. Figure 5.3(b) shows the same data plotted

with the calculated peak positions for 2.5 nm nanoparticles with various bulk moduli

(indicated on the graph) to account for the possibility of a size dependence of the

bulk modulus [65, 66].

Figure 5.3 shows that the samples exhibit a strongly nonlinear pressure de-

pendence of the Raman peak position as compared to both bulk data [144] and our

calculations. Moreover, the deviation of the Raman signal from the bulk behaviour

can be observed well below the expected structural transition (∼ 11 GPa) for bulk

Ge. Therefore the observed dependence of the peak position on applied pressure

cannot be simply related to a structural evolution in diamond-type Ge QDs with

the bulk modulus corresponding to bulk Ge.

One possibility for the deviation from the bulk dependence could be due to a

size-dependent increase in bulk modulus. There is currently an ambiguity regarding

the size effect (on the nanoscale range) on the bulk modulus of materials in general.
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Figure 5.4: (a) the FWHM vs. pressure shows a consistently linear trend, in contrast
to that of the bulk which barely changes. (b) The peak position vs. pressure for
increasing and decreasing pressure on Cs1. The lack of hysteresis suggests there is
no sudden structural change.

For Ge, computer simulations indicate a bulk modulus of 84 GPa for 1.5 nm particles

[65], while XRD experimental data suggests a value as high as 112 GPa for 13 nm

particles [66]. We used a variety of bulk modulus values to find the most appropriate

for our system. We used equation 5.5 to calculate the effect of the value of the bulk

modulus on pressure induced Raman shift for 2.5 nm QDs. One can see in figure

5.3(b) that none of the curves fit the full data range satisfactorily, with the best fit

range lying between 90 GPa and 110 GPa.

Figure 5.3(b) shows that none of the curves generated by varying the bulk

modulus adequately fit the data. The discrepancy could be intrinsic to the sam-

ples or related to the specifics of the application of single wavelength Raman to the

nanoparticles. It’s possible that in an amorphous sample under compression above

six GPa larger particles start to transform and the particle distribution shifts to-

wards smaller sizes and hence the Raman peak shifts towards lower wavenumbers.

However, we do not observe any visual changes to the sample (or see any other
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Raman signal) up until 14.8 GPa that would indicate an onset of such a transfor-

mation. Another possibility is that there is a change in the nature of the sample as

pressure is raised. Clearly, the peak corresponding to the diamond-type structure

is preserved, so the changes must take place within that structure. Figure 5.4(b)

shows the peak position against pressure as the pressure is ramped up and down

again. The lack of any significant hysteresis indicates that there is no sudden phase

change during the process. From this it is clear that there is no phase transition

occurring that could account for the observed non-linearity. We also do not expect

any laser absorption resonance effects to be significant, as the laser excitation energy

is smaller than, and energetically separated from the observed and theoretical band

gap. Thus any change in the electronic structure cannot drive the larger (or smaller)

sized particles into resonance and not others, and rules out electronic origins of this

effect. In order to examine this further we looked at the FWHM of the Raman peak

as a function of pressure.

Figure 5.4(a) shows the pressure evolution of the FWHM of the Raman peaks

for etched and colloidal samples. The significant change in peak width as a result

of increased pressure can be interpreted within the phonon confinement model as

a significant decrease in particle size. This could be achieved in two ways, either

the pressure is compressing the particles, or the relative contribution from smaller

particles increases with pressure. The FWHM is useful in addressing the first pos-

sibility as compression of the particles is predicted to be less strongly coupled to

increasing pressure. This is a consequence of the interaction of the pressure effects

on the lattice parameter and size, further explained in Appendix B.

A reduction in particle size as a result of hydrostatic pressure dramatic enough

to see such a significant change in the FWHM is inconsistent with the data for bulk
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Figure 5.5: The ambient pressure Raman spectra of Cs1 before (black) and after
(red) the application of pressure. The shifting and broadening of the peak suggests
has undergone pressure induced amorphisation and not fully recovered.

Ge. Bulk Ge is observed to have a FWHM broadening of less than 0.5 cm−1 from 0

to 10 GPa [145]. Figure 5.3(a) shows that a diameter change of almost 50% would be

necessary if this was the mechanism responsible for the observed behaviour. Such a

dramatic size change is impossible, as the size change for the bulk at 17 GPa would

not exceed 5%.

The observed FWHM pressure dependence is consistent with an increase in the

degree of structural disorder in the samples. Amorphisation would lead to increased

peak width and is also expected to lower the Raman frequency (as in figure 2.5 in

section 2.1). If the degree of disorder should increase under pressure this would

further lower the Raman frequency, leading to a non-linearity, which is consistent

with the Raman data in figure 5.3. This suggests that the sample may not be

entirely amorphous initially. This interpretation is further supported by the onset

of a shoulder (between 225 and 250 cm−1) in the Raman spectrum when pressure

is applied, and its relative increase in intensity with increasing pressure as seen in

figure 5.2(a). This behaviour is consistent with an amorphous contribution. The
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observation that the shoulder height increases relative to the main peak supports the

idea of an increasing amorphous component. This conclusion is further corroborated

by figure 5.5, which shows a comparison of the Raman spectra for colloidal sample

Cs1 before and after the application of hydrostatic pressure. After pressure is applied

and removed the spectrum is shifted to a lower wavenumber, has a broader FWHM,

and has a shoulder at ∼ 225 cm−1. These are all hallmarks of an amorphous sample,

suggesting that the sample undergoes amorphisation under pressure and does not

fully recover once the pressure is removed.

Based on the amorphisation hypothesis, a scenario that fits the data is one

that involves amorphisation driven by the surface disorder as pressure is increased.

This scenario is exactly what has been observed in density functional theory (DFT)

simulations of pressure effects in small Si QDs [146]. This model of structural

evolution suggests that two regions can be identified in the pressure dependence of

the Raman frequency in figure 5.3. The first region extends up to around 12 − 14

GPa and involves gradual amorphisation of the nanoparticles. This is followed by

an onset of a transition to possibly a metallic state as evidenced by the optical

transmission data and loss of Raman signal above ∼18 GPa.

Thus with the aid of high pressure measurements we suggest that the most

adequate structural model for our samples is that of the core-shell, with a crystalline

core and a disordered outer shell. In order to further understand the structure of the

samples and the origins of the light emission we conducted transmission XAS and

OD-XAS measurements. The results of this work are presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

XAS and OD-XAS Results and

Analysis

The XEOL signals at 11 keV for all samples are shown in figure 6.1. One can see

that XEOL emission spectra are quite different from their corresponding PL spectra

given in section 4.1. Most obviously, emission below 450 nm can be clearly observed

due to high energy (short wavelength) x-ray excitation. The signal below 450 nm

is due to light emission from the silica and glass capillaries all samples were loaded

into (except for the hydrogen terminated etched sample which was deposited onto

kapton tape). The signal profiles above 450 nm are also different in all cases except

perhaps the hydrogen terminated etched sample. However, even in the latter case

the PL peak is located at around 690 nm (vs 773 nm in the PL spectrum). The

shift in the peak position is not unexpected [147] and is due to the low temperature

(T = 100 K) used in the XEOL experiments. Furthermore, the rate of temperature-

dependent PL shift is different for Ge and GeO2 (as demonstrated in [148]) which

results in the change of the overall signal shape.
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Since we are interested in the origins of emission due to pure Ge, the XEOL

window at around 700 nm (shaded area) was chosen for OD-XAS measurements.

As was the case with PL, the signal at and around 530 nm most likely corresponds

to light emitted by GeO2, and the signal at around 700 nm to pure Ge and is the

result of quantum confinement. This is backed up by table 1.11 which shows that

PL is expected to be in the NIR range. The only peak observed in the NIR range

is in the etched H sample at 700 nm. Consequently the OD-EXAFS measurements

have been carried out around 700 nm (as indicated by the red box in figure 6.1)

so that the signal will be from the region we are principally interested in, the site

where pure Ge is thought to contribute to the light emission.
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Figure 6.1: The XEOL spectra of all samples. OD-EXAFS collection was centred
on 700 nm as indicated by the red bar.

XAS and OD-XAS data were collected at the Ge K-edge (∼ 11 keV). The

magnitude of the Fourier transform of the XAS spectra for etched, sol-gel, and col-

loidal nanoparticles are shown in figure 6.5. The magnitude of the Fourier transform

of the OD-XAS spectra for etched and sol-gel samples are shown in figure 6.6. The

OD-XAS spectra and their derivatives for both colloidal samples are shown in figure

6.7 with the spectra and derivatives of the XAS for comparison. The magnitude of
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the Fourier transform for the colloidal samples is not shown as the spectra could

only be collected up to ∼ 11.3 keV because of an inadequate signal to noise ratio

due to low XEOL output. The reduction in the extent of the spectra results in a

Fourier transform with uncertainties so large that they cease to be useful for further

structural analysis. However, the near edge fine structure can still be useful as we

shall see later. The corresponding EXAFS functions and theoretical model fits are

shown in figures 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4. We used bulk Ge as a reference to fit the ampli-

tude factor (equation 2.13). We also used bulk Ge to fit θD within the Debye model

to calculate and set values of RSMD of the atoms. Diamond type Ge was used as a

model structure for calculating theoretical EXAFS spectra. Thus only interatomic

distances were refined, which are given in table 6.1

The unfitted ODXAS spectra are shown in Appendix E.

Sample Peak Position (Å)
Bulk 2.446 ± 0.003 3.989 ± 0.005 4.696 ± 0.007
Etched-H 2.445 ± 0.010
Etched-O 1.748 ± 0.029 2.472 ± 0.022
Sol-Gel 1.729 ± 0.010 2.478 ± 0.035
Ca1 1.763 ± 0.005 2.467 ± 0.006
Cs1 2.437 ± 0.011

Table 6.1: A summary of the interatomic distances of the nanoparticles in the
samples as determined by EXAFS. Peaks at ∼ 1.8 Å correspond to germanium
oxide, while peaks at ∼ 2.4 Å correspond to Ge.

The interatomic distances of the magnitude of the Fourier transform for the

EXAFS data are shown in table 6.1. Details of the fitting and refinement used

to find the interatomic distances can be found in Appendix D. Error values were

obtained from the results of the refinement procedure. One can clearly observe the

difference in the position of the major peak in the Fourier transform of the XAS
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Figure 6.2: The background subtracted and fitted EXAFS spectra for Bulk Ge and
the oxygen terminated etched sample.
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Figure 6.3: The background subtracted and fitted EXAFS spectra for the hydrogen
terminated etched and Sol-gel samples.
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Figure 6.4: The background subtracted and fitted EXAFS spectra for Ca1 and Cs1.
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Figure 6.5: The magnitude of the Fourier transform of XAS for all samples. Bulk,
etched-O and -H terminated, and sol-gel samples on the left, both colloidal samples
on the right. Peaks at around ∼ 2.4 Å indicate Ge-Ge bonds in pure Ge, while
peaks at ∼ 1.8 Å indicate Ge-O bonds in germanium oxide.
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Figure 6.6: The magnitude of the Fourier transform of OD-XAS for etched and
sol-gel samples. Once again, peaks at around ∼ 2.4 Å indicate Ge-Ge bonds in pure
Ge, while peaks at ∼ 1.8 Å indicate Ge-O bonds in germanium oxide.
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Figure 6.7: OD-XAS of the colloidal samples. The top row show the normalised spec-
trum, with the XAS spectrum for comparison. The bottom row shows the derivative
of the OD-XAS, again with XAS for comparison. The derivative of Ca1 shows a
doublet feature while the derivative of Cs1 shows a singlet feature, as indicated by
the arrows.
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signal between the oxygen and hydrogen terminated samples in figure 6.5. In O-

terminated samples it is the oxygen-rich surface that contributes the majority of the

observed light emission, and the signal from the coordination shell corresponding to

Ge-Ge bonds (a coordination shell at around 2.44 Å) is significantly smaller, with

the exception of Ca1. The same pattern can be seen in OD-XAS in figure 6.6.

The fact that XAS shows Ca1 and Cs1 to have such disparate oxygen content is

a particularly surprising result considering their XEOL spectra (shown in figure 6.1)

are very similar, essentially differing only in amplitude. However, as both spectra

are normalised, amplitude comparisons are only appropriate relative to other peaks

in the spectra. This is similar to the response observed in the bulk, where the

oxide contribution is exaggerated by normalisation of the XEOL spectrum and not

observed in the bulk XAS spectrum at all.

The XAS result strongly suggests that the colloidal sample Cs1 contains little

to no oxygen as seen in the transmission data in figure 6.5. The OD-XAS for Cs1 in

figure 6.7 is very similar to its transmission data. This indicates that the emission

is indeed due to pure Ge. The OD-XAS of Ca1, however, differs from its equivalent

transmission. Firstly, the difference in peak intensity between XAS and OD-XAS

is much more pronounced in Ca1 than in Cs1, seen in figure 6.7. Secondly, for

Ca1 the XAS peak is much sharper than the OD-XAS peak. To investigate this

discrepancy the derivative of both spectra was taken and are shown in the bottom

row of figure 6.7. The derivative of Ca1 shows a clear doublet feature at the rising

edge, while Cs1 has a singlet feature. The lower energy peak in Ca1 has the same

peak position as that of the singlet in Cs1, suggesting that the lower energy peak

corresponds to emission from pure Ge. The higher energy peak in the doublet of Ca1

is consistent with an emission from oxidised Ge, as the energy would be expected to
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shift up slightly for an oxidised sample [149]. This suggests that there is a significant

contribution from both Ge and GeO2 in the OD-XAS spectrum of Ca1, as is seen in

its transmission data in figure 6.5. The conclusion then is that both samples contain

oxygen, and the oxygenated Ge in Cs1 contributes only minimally to the XAS and

OD-XAS spectra, which is consistent with the transmission data.

From this point on we only performed detailed OD-EXAFS analysis of the

hydrogen-terminated etched sample as the data indicated that its OD-XAS is asso-

ciated with a pure Ge phase rather than oxide species. This was the only sample

for which OD-EXAFS with a reasonable signal to noise ratio has been collected.

The OD-XAS analysis for hydrogen terminated samples reveals a single peak at

R = 2.44±0.01 Å from the central atom, shown in figure 6.6. This is consistent with

the corresponding value for the diamond-type structure of crystalline Ge. However,

the multi-shell structure, that results from the central atoms nearest neighbours,

common to crystalline Ge at these temperatures, such as in the bulk example in

figure 6.5 [150], is not observed in the magnitude of the Fourier transform. If it was

we would expect to see additional, smaller, peaks at greater separation corresponding

to the second, third, etc. nearest neighbours. The lack of a structural signal beyond

the first shell is usually an indication of a topologically disordered (e.g. amorphous)

structure. In small nanoparticles this can be due to the disorder at the interface

between the surface and the core [46, 63, 151]. However, the lack of a multi-shell

structure in the signal may also be due to the hydrogen-terminated surface where

local coordination numbers can be low. In principle, the accurate value of the

coordination number can help to differentiate between the two options.

We extracted a coordination number corresponding to the single peak in the
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OD-EXAFS signal and obtained the value of 2.7 ± 1.2. A reduced coordination

number in the first shell as compared to the bulk sample can be an indication

that the measured structure is at the surface, but extracting coordination numbers

from OD-XAS with a sufficiently small error margin can be a challenge due to the

complex nature of the electron excitation-de-excitation processes [92, 94, 98, 152]

that can affect the signal amplitude. Furthermore, the number of relevant structural

parameters (e.g. atomic distances, numbers of neighbours, Debye-Waller factors)

that can be reliably extracted from the data is limited by the well-known Nyquist

theorem [153], which sets the limit of information that can be obtained from the

experimental data. These parameters can be highly correlated leading to increased

uncertainty. This makes it virtually impossible to ascertain whether the OD-XAS

signal originates from the whole of the nanoparticle, from only the surface, or from

the disordered interface based solely on the analysis of coordination numbers.

One way to overcome the problems presented by an excess of variables is to

use an additional source of information to restrict as many parameters as possible,

reducing correlations and their associated errors. A detailed model of a Ge nanopar-

ticle enables the improvement of the precision of the structural data extracted from

OD-XAS by placing constraints on the refined parameters.

To understand the effect of reduced dimensionality on the OD-EXAFS signal

and to provide a source of information to restrict the structural parameters (e.g.

distances and numbers of neighbours), collaborators Dr. Dima Bolmatov and Dr.

Kostya Trachenko performed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, first of bulk

Ge, to test the simulation settings, and then of Ge nanoparticles. The DL POLY

MD package [154] was used, and the highly successful and widely used environment-

dependent Tersoff potential [155] was employed, which is particularly well suited for
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surface simulations where the atomic environment is different from that of the bulk.

The system size was approximately 50 Å involving about 6,000 atoms. The bulk

configuration, with periodic boundary conditions, was equilibrated for 50 ps at 100

K. The simulation used a timestep of 0.001 ps. Constant pressure was simulated to

let the cell relax so that surface relaxations would be visible. To simulate a finite-size

Ge nanoparticle with a free surface the cell size was increased by 20 Å, a distance

larger than the Tersoff potential cutoff. This resulted in atoms in the outermost

layers being exposed to vacuum, and induced a surface relaxation, as in figure 6.8a.

To quantify the effect of surface relaxation the radial distribution functions (RDF)

for these free surface structures have been extracted as a function of the distance d

from the surface towards the centre of the particle. Figure 6.8b shows the RDFs for

different values of d, and demonstrates a clear bi-modal distribution of distances as

d increases, moving towards the centre of the nanoparticle. Interatomic distances

shift from ∼ 2.43 Å at a depth of ∼ 5 Å to ∼ 2.45 Å at a depth of ∼ 16 Å and

greater. This bi-modal distribution suggests that the surface layer is structurally

different from the crystalline core. This in turn would suggest a distinctive difference

in the electronic and optical properties of the surface layer as compared to that of

the core.

It is not possible to observe the level of structural detail obtained from MD

simulations in OD-XAS spectra. This is because MD gives the positions of nuclei

while XAS is sensitive to the electron density distribution. As a consequence of

this, the associated mean-square relative displacements obtained from OD-XAS are

far too large and the details are masked by thermal vibrations. However, if the

XEOL emission is associated with surface states only, a shortening of the average

interatomic distance to below 2.44 Å should be observed in the data extracted from
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Figure 6.8: Panel (a) shows a slice of an MD simulation of a Ge nanoparticle.
While the core is crystalline the surface shows the hallmarks of disorder. Panel
(b) shows how the interatomic separation changes with distance from the surface of
the nanoparticle. The arrows indicate the distance from the surface that the RDFs
were calculated at. This forms a bimodal distribution with shorter distances at the
surface and longer distances in the core, with a transitional region between.

OD-XAS as the average bond length is shorter at the surface (see figure 6.8). We ob-

serve no obvious shortening of the interatomic distance in our OD-XAS experimental

data and hence conclude that the OD-XAS signal does not originate from the sur-

face. However, cumulant analysis of the first neighbour Ge-Ge peak (R = 2.44±0.01

Å) in OD-XAS data indicates a non-zero value of the third cumulant (0.005± 0.003

Å3, the skewness of the peak) while the third cumulant in bulk crystalline reference

sample is close to zero (0.0003 ± 0.0018 Å3). At the temperature of the experi-

ment (T = 100 K) this peak skewness suggests that there is a static contribution

to the Ge-Ge peak associated with structures with distinctly different interatomic

distances. This is consistent with the bi-modal distribution of distances we observe

in the RDFs obtained from the MD simulation as in figure 6.8. Information from

RDFs was then used to constrain the refinement of OD-XAS data in order to inves-

tigate the origins of the peak skewness and to recover the sub-structure responsible

for the observed OD-XAS signal. Specifically, the average numbers of neighbours
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associated with the first peak in the RDF (corresponding to interatomic distances at

the surface-core interface), the second peak (corresponding to interatomic distances

in the core) and the ratio of the corresponding peaks where used as set parameters.

This information was then used to generate a XAS signal and to compare the model

with the experiment for a number of RDFs between 2 − 25 Å from the surface.

This allowed the number of variable parameters to be reduced to just two during

a refinement: a single nearest neighbour number and a single Debye-Waller factor.

The result of this comparison can be seen in figure 6.9. A clear minimum was found

in the value of the fit index (which characterizes the “goodness” of a fit) for the

RDF corresponding to the layer of five Å. This result suggests that the origin of

the light emission can be localized to a layer extending to around five Å from the

surface towards the centre of a particle within our model.

In EXAFS the goodness of a fit is determined by the fitting index, ε2. The

lower the value of ε2 then the greater the level of agreement the calculated and

experimental EXAFS data. The fitting index is given by

ε2 =
1

Nind − p
Nind

N

N∑
i=1

(
χexpi − χtheori

σexpi

)2

, (6.1)

whereN is the total number of points, Nind is the number of independent data points,

p is the number of parameters being refined, χexpi and χtheori are the experimental

data and the theoretical model respectively, and σexpi is the standard deviation for

each data point, obtained by averaging several spectra [156].

It is necessary now to examine whether such a level of localisation is achievable

in OD-EXAFS, and if so, under what conditions. A detailed examination of the

nature of the excitation-de-excitation processes leading to OD-EXAFS is needed.
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Figure 6.9: Panel (a) shows a fit of the model to data by refining two parameters,
the number of nearest neighbours, and the Debye-Waller factor. Panel (b) shows
that the best fit corresponds to the RDF at approximately five Å, indicating that the
origin of the light emission can be localized to a layer extending to approximately
five Å from the surface of the nanoparticle.

In the next section an approach from [92] and [98] is used to investigate whether it

is possible in principle.
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Chapter 7

The OD-XAS Model

The XEOL intensity (equation 2.14) can be expressed in terms of a sum over an

arbitrary number of regions with distinct absorption coefficients. Here we consider a

system composed of three regions, corresponding to the crystalline core, amorphous

surface, and interfacial region between, that the studied nanoparticles are believed

to consist of. Equation 2.14 can then be used to obtain the OD-XAS for a given

multicomponent sample, and can be written as

dIXEOL = I0

3∑
i,j=1

µiηj [1− exp (−xµi)] dx (7.1)

The absorption, µ, and emission, η, coefficients for each region are denoted

by the subscripts i and j respectively, 1 referring to the core, 2 to the interfacial

region, and 3 to the surface. In this form the model ignores the fact that the layers

are sequential and that the x-ray intensity incident on the core will necessarily

be lower than that incident on the surface. This is an acceptable approach to
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modelling the system as the diameter of the nanoparticles it will be applied to (and

probably anything that qualifies as a nanoparticle) is significantly smaller than the

x-ray absorption length. In this case the attenuation length is 68.2 µ, more than

a thousand times the diameter of the nanopartices. The resultant reduction in x-

ray intensity incident on the core is therefore negligible and so may be ignored. It

is possible that the emission (or absorption) coefficient of two regions may be the

same in which case they may be assigned the same value. As described in section 2.4

and 2.5, XAS and OD-XAS experiments are concerned with measuring the EXAFS

function, χ, rather than µ. The EXAFS function is defined as χ = (µ − µ0)/(µ0),

which can be rewritten as µ = µ0(1 + χ) where µ0 is the absorption coefficient

minus any EXAFS affects. Making this substitution and integrating over x gives an

expression for the intensity of the XEOL spectrum for the three regions in terms of

their respective EXAFS functions as

IXEOL =
3∑

i,j=1

I0µ0(1 + χi)ηj
(1 + χi)

{1− exp [−µ0(1 + χi)d]} . (7.2)

As we are concerned with nanoparticles and always in the thin limit, the

value of d is always small. Consequently the exponential component can be Taylor

expanded up to the second term, as higher order terms are negligible. Performing

both these changes results in the expression

IXEOL =
3∑

i,j=1

I0µ0(1 + χi)ηj
µ0(1 + χi)

{1− (1 + [−µ0(1 + χi)d]} . (7.3)

The (1 + χi) terms are both subject to the sum and so can be cancelled.

Simplifying the contents of the brackets results in
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IXEOL =
3∑

i,j=1

I0µ0ηjd(1 + χi), (7.4)

When i = j the process of x-ray absorption and light emission occur within

the same structural region, while when i 6= j the absorption and emission sites are

spatially separated. Clearly, i = j is preferred experimentally since it guarantees

localisation, providing structural information exclusively about the region where

light emission takes place. The presence of cross terms would effectively negate the

effect of spectral windowing illustrated in figure 6.1 as the measured signal would

contain contributions from electrons excited in different environments. This, then,

would be a measure of the change in absorption characteristics of several regions, not

just the region emitting. This is a consequence of the measured quantity being light

yield being related to the number of excited electrons. Equation 7.4 shows that the

presence of cross-terms would depend on the level of localisation of both the EXAFS

signal, χ, and the light yield, η, due to electron de-excitation (thermalisation) down

to the bottom of the conduction band.

Localisation of the EXAFS signal (and hence of χ) is defined by the electron

mean free path (EMFP) of the x-ray excited core electrons. For bulk crystalline Ge

it has been shown [157] that the EMFP is between three Å and 10 Å for electron

energies in the EXAFS region. In structurally disordered systems this value can

be even smaller [158] thus placing the lower limit on the accuracy of the structural

localisation. This lower limit is consistent with our findings.

The light yield term, η, originates from de-excitation of high energy electrons

to the bottom of the conduction band following x-ray excitation. The exact nature

of the de-excitation is complex, illustrated for the case of K-shell absorption in figure
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7.1. All the different processes render it effectively impossible to put a number on

the value of the mean-free path associated with an emission event.

The value of the EMFP for low energy electrons produced by de-excitation to

the bottom of the conduction band is often in fact relatively large (i.e. significantly

more than 10 Å [157]) leading to the cross-terms in equation 7.4. Still, either (or

both) η or χ in the cross-terms regularly turn out to be small (compared to the

i = j terms) because of the low efficiency of the corresponding emission channel or

low absorption by (e.g. low mass fraction of) the specific phase in a given structural

region. In such a case OD-XAS will once again provide a good level of localisation.

Thus, we believe, that the level of localisation reported here may be due to a combi-

nation of relative fractions of the structural components (the core, the surface, and

the interface) and of the efficiency of the associated emission channels.

Close to the bottom of the conduction band the path that an electron de-

excitation takes can be influenced by the energy barriers between distinct structural

regions in morphologically complex systems. For example, in a multicomponent

semiconductor system one may expect excited electrons to eventually decay to the

bottom of the conduction band of the structure with the lowest energy value (figure

7.2). Thus, even if the value of χi can be small outside a region, the χiηj product

with i 6= j may not be negligible. Thus, precise localisation of the origin of light

emission should only be possible if the electron de-excitation is localised to the same

region from which the EXAFS signal originates, that is, when i = j. Furthermore, in

a multi-component system with various structurally distinct regions being optically

active in different wavelength ranges, spectral windowing can be used as in figure 7.2

to distinguish contributions to the signal from different regions. This was essentially

the motivation for the windowing illustrated in figure 6.1.
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Figure 7.1: The possible de-excitation routes following x-ray absorption for K shell
excitation [159].
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Figure 7.2: Different regions of the nanoparticle emit at different wavelengths. Here,
a hypothetical nanoparticle with two distinct regions - an inner region (green), and
an outer region (blue), is shown. If the regions have a different energy structure this
could the location of electron de-excitation. Collecting XEOL intensity from specific
peaks (i.e. windowing) may allow the structures of each to be discriminated.

The level of structural localisation of light emission reported here is based on

a specific morphological model - that of a layered nanoparticle with a surface, a

crystalline core and a disordered interface. However, the result has general validity

beyond this model in that it is the disordered structural component at the interface

between the core and the surface that contributes to the light emission. Furthermore,

it is most likely that the reported level of localisation is either due to the relatively

small crystalline core or the relatively high efficiency of the XEOL emission, η, of

the five Å interface layer. Another important point is that MD simulations allow a

detailed structural model to be obtained that can be used as a guide to constrain

parameters used in EXAFS refinement thus improving the precision with which

structural parameters are extracted. This model, if consistent with the experimental

data, can further be used to examine the structural and optical properties of a

system.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Work

8.1 Conclusion

In this thesis experimental techniques sensitive to short and long range order were

combined to determine the structure of matrix-free Ge nanoparticles. It has been

shown that no one technique is sufficient to fully characterise a sample. Here we

demonstrate that the combined use of techniques sensitive to short (EXAFS and

OD-EXAFS) and long range order (Raman and XRD) can be used to great effect

to characterise a sample. TEM generally found the largest measure of nanoparticle

size. This is because it allows direct observation of the nanoparticles and does not

require a structural model to obtain a particle size. Raman spectroscopy resulted

in a smaller calculated value for the size than TEM observations. This is because

Raman does have structural dependence, favouring the crystalline component that

we suggest is found in the core. XRD was performed on the colloidal samples and

resulted in the smallest value for the particle size. The XRD result is again due to
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the structural sensitivity of the technique, which shows a stronger dependence on

the crystalline structure of a sample than Raman does. PL is the least stringent

technique for size analysis as light emission can be affected by not only size, but

structure, morphology, and surface states as well. PL resulted in values of the

average nanoparticle size greater than TEM for both colloidal samples.

The discrepancies between the sizes determined from each technique highlight

the importance of combined measurements and especially those providing comple-

mentary structural information (i.e. EXAFS, XRD, Raman, TEM, etc.) Raman

and XRD are too dependent on long range structural correlations, while TEM may

not provide sufficient detail, giving no information on the structure. Therefore it is

only through the use of all of these techniques that it was possible to suggest that

the nanoparticles consist of a core-shell structure. This sets a benchmark for future

studies of new nanoparticles to be characterised.

Once the above techniques were used in conjunction, the samples were deter-

mined to be either amorphous or amorphous with crystalline content. In order to

distinguish between these two possibilities we used Raman spectroscopy under high

pressure. This is possible because the two phases have different transition pressures,

amorphous Ge transitions at ≈ six GPa while crystalline Ge transitions at ≈ 11

GPa. We observed remarkable stability of the ambient phase of Ge nanoparticles

under pressures of up to at least 18 GPa. Experimental data show a strong non-

linearity in the Raman peak position as the pressure is increased, which we explain

by pressure induced amorphisation. We find that the Raman signal is lost above 18

GPa which correlates with decreasing optical transmission suggesting sample met-

allisation. Close analysis of the experimental data and of the available simulations

suggests that the amorphisation is most likely driven by the surface disorder. We
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demonstrated that the best model for Ge nanoparticles is a core-shell structure, with

a crystalline core and disordered surface layer.

In this thesis we also show that a combination of MD simulations and OD-

XAS can be used to obtain structural information about regions contributing to

the light emission in Ge nanoparticles on a sub-nanoparticle scale. We show that

in Ge nanoparticles the contribution to photoluminescence crucially depends on the

surface termination. In samples with an oxidised surface there is a clear contribution

from the oxide to the light emission. With the assistance of molecular dynamics

simulations we show that in samples with a hydrogen terminated surface a disordered

region located close to the surface plays a key role in the light emission.

Using XAS and OD-XAS for identifying the structural origins of light emission

is not limited to Ge nanoparticles, and can in principle be applied to any nanopar-

ticles exhibiting photoluminescence. This can prove to be of significant use to the

greater community as nanoparticles are receiving ever increasing attention for their

emissive properties, as described in section 1.1. Understanding the structural ori-

gins of the light emission can potentially allow for the optimisation of light emission

by tuning the production techniques to maximise the structural region where the

emission originates. This would enhance the efficacy of all the potential applica-

tions outlined in section 1.1 that rely on photoluminescence, rendering it a very

worthwhile endeavour.
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8.2 Future work

The high pressure experiments lend themselves to further investigation. Currently

we do not know what happens after the phase transition. Using a direct structural

technique it is possible to show how the structure is affected by pressure. To gain

a thorough understanding of the process the high pressure method described herein

can be combined with not only Raman, but XRD and EXAFS as well. This would

be beneficial as it directly probes novel behaviour. This work is currently being

undertaken, and preliminary results are consistent with our conclusion of gradual

amorphisation.

OD-XAS also has scope for further development. Further work is required to

fully understand the level of spacial sensitivity that is possible with this technique.

Oxygen terminated Ge nanoparticles are ideal for this as they contain Ge and GeO2

which both photoluminesce, and have emission at different wavelengths which can

be distinguished. By using particles of different size and different surface thicknesses

it will be possible to determine the minimum scale that is required before window-

ing allows them to be distinguished as independent structures. Development of the

theoretical description of this is also important, particularly the localisation. This

would require the localisation of η to be explicitly incorporated into the mathemat-

ics used to describe the system. There are similarities between electron migration

between areas and the energy transfer utilised in Förster resonance energy transfer

(FRET), in spirit if not in fine detail. In FRET absorption occurs in one molecule,

energy is then transferred to another via resonance, which then emits a photon.

FRET is restricted by the separation of the molecules and the details of the res-

onance interaction. In nanoparticles this translates to the thickness of the layers
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and the electron mean free path. As such, one possible route for including the ef-

fects of the electron migration would be to use an overlap integral similar to that

in FRET inserted into equation 7.1, before integration has taken place. This way,

after integration, each cross term would have a multiplicative term associated with

it which would modulate its contribution to the final spectrum according to how

many electrons relative to the total correspond to that particular cross term. This

is advantageous as it will lead to a greater understanding of the phenomenon, and

allow for more systems to be investigated.

The OD-XAS is already generalised and so can be readily applied to other

materials. While other analysis is required (for instance MD simulations to restrict

parameters for fitting refinement), generally fairly standard techniques can be used

for this. The windowing method would be particularly useful for larger nanoparticles

where the mean free path is less of a potential problem. Once again, analysing more

varieties of nanoparticles in this way could help determine if luminescence from the

interface is common, and provide insight as to why it occurs at all.

For the Raman model an obvious useful addition to be implemented is a size

distribution within the sample. Once size distributions are accounted for, the Raman

model can be used to investigate other samples by changing material-specific prop-

erty values from those of Ge for those of other materials. This would allow the high

pressure behaviour of other materials to be similarly examined. This could then shed

on light on whether a size dependent bulk modulus is common to all nanoparticles,

particular types of nanoparticles, or (however improbably) Ge exclusively.
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Appendix A

The Computational Model

The RWL model is most useful as a comparative tool to assist in analysing experi-
mental data. Three main steps are required in order to determine the particle size of
a sample from its Raman spectrum. Firstly, the model is used to reliably generate
Raman spectra for a nanoparticle of a given size over an arbitrary frequency range.
Secondly, key information must be extracted from experimental data, specifically
the peak position and FWHM. Thirdly, the model is recalculated for varying sizes
of nanoparticle until the key parameters from the experimental data and the calcu-
lated model agree. One parameter may be preferred over the other, typically the
FWHM due to its reduced susceptibility to calibration errors and that it is easier
to determine than the peak position for some experimental spectra. The size that
this iterative process converges to is taken to be the average size of particles in the
sample.

A.1 Calculating a Spectrum

All scripts were written using matlab [160].

A.1.1 Calculating Raman Intensity for an Arbitrary Wave-
length

First the basic module of the fitting routine, rampoint, calculates the value of a single
point in a Raman spectrum for a nanoparticle of a given size and material. This
module can be applied to a wide range of nanoparticle sizes of Si and Ge. This can
be extended to any material by inclusion of said materials phonon dispersion curve.
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rampoint uses the amended RWL model [5, 112, 113]. Phonon dispersion curves
are taken from [113] for Si and [6] for Ge. The calculated value is not normalised
against anything and so is only meaningful when compared to other points in the
spectrum, i.e. rampoint is used to calculate a full spectrum one point at a time.
This will form the basis of the spectrum calculation module, and will be recalled
when determining the FWHM.

function [ point ] = rampoint( mtype,w,D,p )
%rampoint: takes the input and calculates the amplitude of the the
%raman spectrum for a given wavenumber shift. Type refers to the
%material being looked at (1 for Ge, 2 for Si), w is the
%location in wavenumber shift to evaluate at, D is the nanoparticle
%size, and p is the pressure

a = (0.564e−9)*(((4.76/74.37)*p)+1).ˆ(−1/(3*(4.76)));
%a=0.564e−9;
d = D*(((4.76/74.37)*p)+1).ˆ(−1/(3*(4.76)));
%d=D;

%For Ge: a and d are the lattice parameter and nanoparticle
%size under pressure p, with p=0 gives ambient values
%The ambient values are present as comments so the consequences
%of their inclusion could be investigated

function g = ramg(q)
g=(exp(−((q.*d)/(4.*pi)).ˆ2)).*(a.*pi.*q.ˆ2)./

((w−(300.1+1027*(1−(((4.76/74.36)*p+1)ˆ(−1/(3*4.76))))−
(104).*((q/(2.*pi/(a)))).ˆ2)).ˆ2+((2.5.*2.9)/2).ˆ2);

end

%For Ge (because of the phonon dispersion curve): defines
%the function that is the essence of the model. It needed to be done this
%way in order to be able to do the integration effectively.

as = (0.543e−9)*(((3.2/99.4)*p)+1).ˆ(−1/(3*(3.2)));
ds = D*(((3.2/99.4)*p)+1).ˆ(−1/(3*(3.2)));

%For Si: a and d are the lattice parameter and the particle size
%under pressure p, with p=0 gives ambient values

function s=rams(q)
s = (exp(−((q.*ds)/(4.*pi)).ˆ2)).*(as.*pi.*q.ˆ2)./

((w−sqrt((1.714e5)+(1e5)*cos(q*(0.543e−9)/2)))ˆ2+
(2.9*3/2)ˆ2)

end
%For Si: function definition as above

if mtype == 1
point = quadgk(@ramg,0,2*pi/a);
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elseif mtype == 2
point = quadgk(@rams,0,2*pi/as);

end
%An if statement that determines which function is integrated over
%based on the input parameter "type" (1 for Ge, 2 for Si)
end

A.1.2 Automating Calculating a Raman Spectrum

Given that the points are not normalised in any way, they are only useful as part
of a spectrum. The module ramspecge uses rampoint to calculate the value of the
Raman spectrum for all integer wavelengths between a specified upper and lower
bound (wlow and whigh, respectively) for a nanoparticle of a stated size. Now
that the calculation of the Raman spectrum based on the RWL model has been
automated it can be used as part of a script to find the particle size from data.

function [ fit ] = ramspecge(mtype,size, wlow, whigh, p )
%ramspecge: does the same thing as rampoint, but iterates across w
%to create a matirx of points for a model Raman spectrum for a
%particle of given material type and size between the limits of
%wavenumber wlow and whigh at pressure p

fit=zeros(whigh−wlow+1,2);
%creates an empty matrix that can be filled with the points
%calculated by the functions below, either g for Ge, or
%s for Si

fit(:,1)=wlow:whigh;
%sets the x coordinates for the fit with a lower limit of wlow
%and an upper limit of whigh and an increment of 1

w=wlow;
%define w as being wlow in preparation for the iteration from wlow
%to whigh in order to generate a spectrum. Defined here to avoid
%problems with "undefined variable" when defining ramg and rams
%below

a = (0.564e−9).*(((4.76./74.37).*p)+1).ˆ(−1/(3.*(4.76)));
%a=0.564e−9;
d = size.*(((4.76./74.37).*p)+1).ˆ(−1./(3.*(4.76)));
%d=size;

%for Ge: a and d are the lattice parameter and particle size
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%respectively for the particle under pressure p
%The ambient pressure values are present as comments so that the
%consequences of their inclusion could be evaluated

function g = ramg(q)
g = (exp(−((q.*d)/(4.*pi)).ˆ2)).*(a.*pi.*q.ˆ2)./

((w−(300.1+1027*(1−(((4.76/74.36)*p+1)ˆ(−1/(3*4.76))))−
(104).*((q/(2.*pi/(a)))).ˆ2)).ˆ2+((2.5.*2.9)/2).ˆ2);

end

%for Ge: defining the function that is essentially the
%model. ramg calculates the y coordinate for a given x coordinate
%according to a set of conditions determined from the chosen
%input arguments

as = (0.543e−9)*(((4.76/74.37)*p)+1).ˆ(−1/(3*(4.76)));
ds = size*(((4.76/74.37)*p)+1).ˆ(−1/(3*(4.76)));
%for Si: definitions of lattice parameter (a) and size (d)
%under pressure, p, as above

function s = rams(q)
s = (exp(−((q.*ds)/(4.*pi)).ˆ2)).*(as.*pi.*q.ˆ2)./

((w−sqrt((1.714e5)+(1e5)*cos(q*(0.543e−9)/2)))ˆ2+
(2.9*3/2)ˆ2)

end
%for Si: defining the function that is the model, as above

if mtype == 1

for n = drange(wlow:whigh)
fit(w−wlow+1,2) = quadgk(@ramg,0,2*pi/a);
w = w+1;

end

elseif mtype == 2

for n = drange(wlow:whigh)
fit(w−wlow+1,2) = quadgk(@rams,0,2*pi/as);
w = w+1;

end

end

%an if function to determine which function is used based on the
%input parameter "mtype" (1 for Ge, 2 for Si).The script
%then iterates round from wlow to whigh and populates the matrix
%"fit" appropriately to get a spectrum based on the model, obeying
%the input parameters.

end
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A.1.3 Finding the Peak Position

The peak position is a key diagnostic tool for measuring the size of the particles
as the shift relative to the bulk position varies with size in a predictable way. In
this case however it will be used as a stepping stone in the process of finding the
FWHM of the peak. Here a simple stepping function is used to check the Raman
intensity at one end of the specified range of the spectrum and steps up point by
point checking that the intensity increases. Once that condition is no longer met,
the peak is found. As this is for the calculated spectra, which is noiseless, this is a
perfectly suitable method.

function [ characteristics ] = findpeak( mtype, D,wlow,p )
%findpeak: finds the highest point of a spectrum calculated using
%the model for a certain particle type, size, and pressure. Returns
%a matrix containing the peak position (1,1) and peakheight (1,2)

pos = wlow;
double(pos);
iter = 1;
one = 1;
two = 2;
%defining the parameters. pos is the position to evaluate the height
%at, then set it to a double so can use decimal places rather than
%just integers. "iter" is the amount pos is increased by, set to 1 to
%begin with, gets progressively smaller. "one" and "two" are defined
%here so that the while can begin and not return an "undefined
%variables" error

while iter > 0.001

while one < two
one = rampoint(mtype, pos, D, p);
two = rampoint(mtype, pos+iter, D, p);
pos = pos+iter;

end
pos = pos−2*iter;
iter = iter/10;
one = 1;
two = 2;

end
%Nested while loop: innermost calculates the height at positions
%"pos" and "pos+iter" and compares them. While the height at pos
%is less than the height at pos+iter, then pos is increased by iter
%and the process continues. When the height at pos+iter is less
%than the height at pos the peak has been passed. pos is stepped
%back and the size of iter is reduced so the peak position can be
%found with greater accuracy. This is repeated until the peak
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%position is found to 2 decimal places

ppos = pos−0.0005;
pheight=rampoint(mtype,ppos,D,p);
%finds the peak height, using the position determined to be the
%peak by the above loop

characteristics = [ppos, pheight];
end

A.1.4 Finding the FWHM

The FWHM is also necessary for comparison to the experimental data. The following
module, fwhmsim, finds the FWHM for a spectrum calculated using ramspecge,
above. For a calculated spectrum this is straightforward as it is noiseless. Once
the peak position is identified it is simple to find the value, halve it, and find the x
coordinates where the y coordinate has this value. The FWHM is then the separation
of these two points.

function [ width ] = fwhmsim( mtype, D, wlow, whigh, p )
%fwhmsim: finds the full width half maximum for the spectrum
%calculated with the model for conditions based on the input
%parameters. mtype determines size (1 for Ge, 2 for
%Si), D is the particle size, wlow and whigh are the lower
%and upper limits for the calculated spectrum

simshape = findpeak(mtype, D, wlow, p);
%calls findpeak and evaluates it using the conditions from the
%input parameters. Returns the peak position and peak height for
%the calculated spectrum

peakpos = simshape(1,1);
%sets peakpos to the position of the peak

pos = peakpos;
%sets "pos" to the peak position found with findpeak so there is a
%starting point.

double(pos);
%sets it to a double so can use decimal places, which will be
%necessary for fine tuning

peakheight = rampoint(mtype, peakpos, D, p);
halfmax = peakheight/2;
%get parameter for the half maximum so the iterator has a stop
%condition
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iter = 1;
%setting iter as 1 to begin with. This will be reduced as the program
%runs to increase accuracy

while iter > 0.00001
height = peakheight;

while height > halfmax
height = rampoint(mtype, pos, D, p);
pos = pos+iter;

end

pos = pos−2*iter;
iter = iter/10;

end
pos = pos+iter/2;
%nested while loops. innermost loop steps to larger values of w
%until the height is less than half the peak height. After that
%the outer loop steps w back to being the other side of the half
%max point and reduces iter by a factor of 10 so greater
%accuracy can be achieved. Cycled to 4 decimal places.

righthalfmax = pos;
%sets the found position as a new variable so that it wont be
%overwritten in the next loop.

iter = 1;
pos = peakpos;
%resets the values of iter and pos so that the same process as
%above can be used to find the half max point on the left of
%the peak

while iter > 0.00001
height = peakheight;

while height > halfmax
height = rampoint(mtype, pos, D, p);
pos = pos−iter;

end

pos = pos+2*iter;
iter = iter/10;

end
%nested while loops to do the same as the one above, but for the
%left hand side of the peak

pos = pos−iter/2;
%removing half of the last increase in pos to get it closer to
%the real value (there is a 75% chance that this gets it closer
%to the real value, but at 4 decimal places this is inconsequential
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lefthalfmax = pos;
%setting the found position to a new variable to make what follows
%easier to understand

width = righthalfmax−lefthalfmax;
%gets a value for the width by subtracting the w value for the
%position of the half max height at the left hand side from the
%value at the right hand side.

end

A.2 Analysing Experimental Data

In order to facilitate comparison between the model and the experimental data,
it was necessary to extract key parameters from the experimental spectrum. The
FWHM and peak position were chosen as these are the most commonly accepted
and widely used diagnostic characteristics.

A.2.1 Finding the Full-Width-Half-Maximum of Data

This module finds the FWHM of a normalised experimental Raman spectrum. This
is achieved by interpolating a fit to the data and finding the locations where the
interpolation crosses intensity = 0.5 and taking the difference.

function [ out ] = fwhm( spectrum ,unnec)
%Calculates the full−width−half−maximum of an experimentally
%obtained spectrum by interpolating a smoother spectrum and
%finding the fwhm of the interpolated peak. unnec is a legacy
%variable that is now redundant

x = spectrum(:,1);
y = spectrum(:,2);
%Splits the spectrum up in to two single column matrices
%consisting of the x and y coordinates.

ymax = max(y);
y = y/max(y);
%Sets the variable ymax as the maximum value y coordinate
%and uses it to normalise the spectrum

x1 = x(1,1);
x2 = x(length(x),1);
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%Creates new variables x1 and x2 which have the value of the x
%coordinates at the beginning and end of the spectrum respectively.
%They will be used as limits for the interpolated spectrum that
%will be used to find the FWHM.

if x1 < x2
xi = [x1:0.001:x2];

else
xi = [x2:0.001:x1];

end
%Creates a new column of x values within the same limits as the
%experimentally obtained spectrum but with many more points.
%This will be used as a base for the interpolation. The spacing of
%the points, determined by the second variable in the square
%brackets (here 0.001) can be changed to any number,
%depending on the needs of the user. The if else condition is to
%allow for the input spectrum to be either ascending or
%descending in wavenumber.

yi = interp1(x,y,xi);
%Generates an interpolated set of y coordinates based on the
%experimental spectrum with a point at every location.
%While interpolating will not improve the resolution of the data
%it can help increase the accuracy of the FWHM by reducing the
%amplitude of noise and so reducing the risk of the script
%finding an outlier and over or underestimating the FWHM

lim=find(yi>0.5);
%Finds all of the parts of the interpolated normalised spectrum
%which are greater than half the maximum, here 0.5 because of
%the previous normalisation

ind1=lim(1);
ind2=lim(length(lim));
x1=xi(ind1);
x2=xi(ind2);
%Creates variables that are assigned the values of the initial
%and final coordinates so that their x coordinates can be compared
%to find the width

width=abs(x1−x2);
%Finds the difference between the x values of the x
%coordinates of the region in the interpolated spectrum
%whose y value is grater than 0.5

out=horzcat(width,ymax);
%Concatenates the cell with the FWHM and the maximum y value
%in the unnormalised spectrum ready to be the output argument of
%the script

end
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A.3 Comparing the Data to the Model

Using the various codes above it is now possible to do several things. Firstly, the
model can be used to calculate the Raman spectrum for nanoparticles of a given
size. This spectrum can then be analysed to find the peak position and the FWHM.
Secondly, experimental spectra can be reliably analysed to find the FWHM and
peak position that characterise it. With this information the two may be compared.

First a spectrum is calculated for a five nm particle (the starting size can be
changed trivially at any time). This is a reasonable starting point for the particles
we are using considering the Raman peak positions we observe, and that for particles
larger than about 20 nm the shift is negligible and so the method would be largely
useless, other than as a tool to rule out nanoscale. The script then finds the FWHM
of the the experimental data using the FWHM module. The size parameter in the
calculated spectrum is then iterated up or down until the FWHM of the calculated
spectrum matches that of the experimental data.

function [ out ] = analysewidth( mtype,spectrum, wlow, whigh, p )
%analysewidth: takes all the other m files and uses them in
%conjunction to get an estimate for the size of the nanoparticles
%based on the experimentally obtained Raman spectrum.

size = 5;
%Set the starting size as 5nm. This is a reasonable starting point
%as generally will be interested in things from 2−10 nm.

simwidth = fwhmsim(mtype, size*1e−9, wlow, whigh, p);
%Calls fwhm to get the FWHM of the calculated spectrum for the
%chosen material type and pressure.

datashape = fwhm(spectrum, 1);
width = datashape(1,1);
%Calls fwhm to get the FWHM and peak height of the inputted spectrum.
%assigns the value of the FWHM to variable width

iter = 1;
%Sets the initial value of iter, the amount that the size will be
%stepped by when looking for a match for the FWHM.

while iter > 0.001

if simwidth − width < 0

while simwidth < width

size = size − iter;
simwidth = fwhmsim(mtype, size*1e−9, wlow, whigh, p);
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end

size = size + iter;
check = 1;

else

while simwidth > width

size = size + iter;
simwidth = fwhmsim(mtype,size*1e−9,wlow,whigh,p);

end

size = size − iter;
check = 2;

end

iter = iter / 10;

end
%if/else with nested whiles. The if loop determines if the size
%needs to be stepped up or down based on the difference between
%the fwhm of the data and that of the calculated spectrum. The
%while loops then step the size until the fwhm of the calculated
%spectrum overshoots the fwhm of the data. The last increase in
%size is then subtracted to get back on the other side of the fwhm.
%iter is then reduced by a factor of 10 and then the process is
%repeated. This process can be extended to an arbitrary number of
%significant figures determined by the condition on the first while
%loop, here to the third decimal place.
%Variable check is assigned in order to keep track of whether the
%final size increment is positive or negative.

if check == 1
size = size − iter / 2;

else
size = size + iter / 2;

end
%Removes half of the last size change. this step has a 75% chance
%of getting the size closer to the size that is the best match
%for the FWHM. Inside an if statement because whether iter is
%added or subtracted depends on if the size was being decreased
%or increased, as determined by check.
%This step will typically be inconsequential as it will usually be
%a change below the threshold of experimental accuracy, but
%considering that the computational cost is negligible it is worth
%including.
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fiting = ramspecge(mtype, size*1e−9, wlow, whigh, p);
%Calculates a spectra for the size determined to be the best match
%in the loop above, under the input pressure

dataheight = datashape(1,2);
%Calls the peak height of the data from the call to fwhm above for
%use in normalisation

simshape = findpeak(mtype, size*1e−9, wlow, p);
simheight = simshape(1,2);
%Gets the peak characteristics of the calculated spectrum deemed
%best fit for the data. Sets the height to a variable for easy use
%in normalisation.

x=spectrum(:,1);
y=spectrum(:,2)/dataheight;
%Sets up the x and y coordinates of the experimentally aquired
%spectrum for ploting the input data on the output axes. The y axis
%is divided by dataheight so that it is properly normalised.

x1=fiting(:,1);
y1=fiting(:,2)/simheight;
%Sets up the x and y coordinates of the calculated spectrum for doing
%the next part of the plotting. This is the spectrum calculated with
%the model that is deemed to be the best match to the data. It is
%divided by simheight to ensure it is properly normalised.

plot(x,y,x1,y1)
hleg1= legend('data','fit','polynomial');
%Plots the two sets to the axes and puts up the appropriate legend

size=[size,simwidth(1,1)];
out=vertcat(size,fiting);
%Sets the output for the function, made up of the input data and
%the determined size and FWHM.

end

A.4 The GUI for the Computational Model

In order for the model to be as convenient and easy to use as possible, a graphical
user interface (GUI) has been implemented. This GUI calls the above scripts and
handles them in much the same way as a user, but simplifies the input of variables,
loading of data from files, and exporting the result.
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A.4.1 The Code of the GUI

function varargout = firstgui(varargin)
%FIRSTGUI M−file for firstgui.fig
% FIRSTGUI, by itself, creates a new FIRSTGUI or raises the existing
% singleton*.
%
% H = FIRSTGUI returns the handle to a new FIRSTGUI or the handle to
% the existing singleton*.
%
% FIRSTGUI('Property','Value',...) creates a new FIRSTGUI using the
% given property value pairs. Unrecognized properties are passed via
% varargin to firstgui OpeningFcn. This calling syntax produces a
% warning when there is an existing singleton*.
%
% FIRSTGUI('CALLBACK') and FIRSTGUI('CALLBACK',hObject,...) call the
% local function named CALLBACK in FIRSTGUI.M with the given input
% arguments.
%
% *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu. Choose "GUI allows only one
% instance to run (singleton)".
%
% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES

% Edit the above text to modify the response to help firstgui

% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 11−Jun−2012 16:27:12

% Begin initialization code − DO NOT EDIT
gui Singleton = 1;
gui State = struct('gui Name', mfilename, ...

'gui Singleton', gui Singleton, ...
'gui OpeningFcn', @firstgui OpeningFcn, ...
'gui OutputFcn', @firstgui OutputFcn, ...
'gui LayoutFcn', [], ...
'gui Callback', []);

if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})
gui State.gui Callback = str2func(varargin{1});

end

if nargout
[varargout{1:nargout}] = gui mainfcn(gui State, varargin{:});

else
gui mainfcn(gui State, varargin{:});

end
% End initialization code − DO NOT EDIT

% −−− Executes just before firstgui is made visible.
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function firstgui OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.
% hObject handle to figure
% eventdata reserved − to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% varargin unrecognized PropertyName/PropertyValue pairs from the
% command line (see VARARGIN)

% Choose default command line output for firstgui

set(handles.editinput,'String','Input File Name');
handles.type=1;
handles.output = hObject;
%when the function is initialised the material type is set to Ge (1)
%to match the default in the dropdown menu
%sets the edit text box for the input file name so that the field isn't
%blank

% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);

% UIWAIT makes firstgui wait for user response (see UIRESUME)
% uiwait(handles.figure1);

% −−− Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.
function varargout = firstgui OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% varargout cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);
% hObject handle to figure
% eventdata reserved − to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Get default command line output from handles structure
varargout{1} = handles.output;

% −−− Executes on selection change in selecttype.
function selecttype Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to selecttype (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved − to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: contents = cellstr(get(hObject,'String')) returns selecttype
% contents as cell array
% contents{get(hObject,'Value')} returns selected item from
%selecttype

val=get(hObject,'Value');
switch val
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case 1
handles.type=1;
wlo=200;
set(handles.editwlow,'String',wlo)
whi=400;
set(handles.editwhigh,'String',whi)

case 2
handles.type=2;
wlo=400;
set(handles.editwlow,'String',wlo)
whi=600;
set(handles.editwhigh,'String',whi)

end
guidata(hObject, handles)
%sets the default upper and lower limit for plotting and fitting for the
%material selected with the drop down menu. Case 1 is Ge, case 2 is
%Ge. These values can be edited at any time by typing in the boxes

% −−− Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function selecttype CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to selecttype (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved − to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty − handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: popupmenu controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end

function editwlow Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to editwlow (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved − to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of edit
% wlow as text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of edit
% wlow as a double
low=str2double(get(hObject,'String'));
set(handles.editwlow,'String',low);
guidata(hObject, handles)
%sets the lower limit for plotting/fitting according to what is typed in
%the editable text box labeled wlow
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% −−− Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function editwlow CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to editwlow (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved − to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty − handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end

function editwhigh Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to editwhigh (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved − to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of editwhigh as text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of edit
% whigh as a double
high=str2double(get(hObject,'String'));
set(handles.editwhigh,'String',high);
guidata(hObject, handles)
%sets the upper limit for plotting and fitting based on the value typed in
%to the editable text box labelled wlow

% −−− Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function editwhigh CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to editwhigh (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved − to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty − handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end

function edit7 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit7 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved − to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of edit7 as text
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% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of edit7
%as a double

%edit7 is the editable text box that will show the calculated ambient
%pressure particle size once it is calculated

% −−− Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit7 CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit7 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved − to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty − handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end

% −−− Executes on button press in pushbutton import.
function pushbutton import Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbutton import (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved − to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

handles.fileName = uigetfile('*.*')

fileName=handles.fileName;
%handles.a=importdata(fileName);
comp=isstruct(importdata(fileName));
if comp==1

stru=importdata(fileName);
fnames=fieldnames(stru);
handles.a=stru.(fnames{1,1});

else
handles.a=importdata(fileName);

end
set(handles.editinput,'String',fileName);
guidata(hObject, handles)
a=handles.a;
x=a(:,1);
y=a(:,2);
axes(handles.axes1);
plot(x,y)
%opens the file import window when the import button is clicked. The
%editable text box beneth it then displays the file name. The input data is
%then split into two list matrices and plotted to the axes in the GUI
%window.
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% −−− Executes on button press in pushbutton calculate.
function pushbutton calculate Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbutton calculate (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved − to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
h = waitbar(0,'Please wait...');

a=handles.a;
wlow = get(handles.editwlow,'String');
wlow = str2double(wlow);
whigh = get(handles.editwhigh,'String');
whigh = str2double(whigh);
pressure = get(handles.pressure,'String');
pressure = str2double(pressure);

type = handles.type;
%gets all the values from the handles structrue that have been previously
%defined that are required for the calculation
waitbar(1/10);
if a(1,1)>a(2,1)

a=flipud(a);
end
%if the matix goes from high w to low w this part flips it so the
%truncation below can be performed properly
waitbar(2/10);

locahigh=length(a);
while a(locahigh,1)>whigh+50
locahigh=locahigh−1;
end
%creates a variable that corresponds to the position in the input matrix
%that is 50 cmˆ−1 above the defined whigh position. This is to allow
%truncation of the data for a better polynomial fit, while avoiding edge
%effects
waitbar(1/4);
axes(handles.axes1);
localow=1;
while a(localow,1)<wlow−50
localow=localow+1;
end
handles.truncs=a(localow:locahigh,:);
%same as above but for 50 below wlow
waitbar(2/4);
out=analysewidth(type,handles.truncs,wlow,whigh,pressure);

handles.dat=out(2:length(out),:);

handles.s=out(1,1);
set(handles.edit7,'String',handles.s);
%calls the mfile analysewidth to calculate the ambient pressure size of the
%particles based on the data and stated values for the relevant variables.
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%Then sets that value into the edit7 editable text box, which is labeled
%as the particle size. The plotting commands that draw the fit and the
%polynomial are inside the analysewidth mfile

close(h);
guidata(hObject, handles)

function pressure Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to editpoly (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved − to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of editpoly as text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of editpoly
% as a double
pressure=str2double(get(hObject,'String'));
set(handles.pressure,'String',pressure);
guidata(hObject, handles)
%sets the value of the polynomial used in the fitting for finding the width
%of the data. Can be edited by typing a new value in the box

% −−− Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function pressure CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to editpoly (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved − to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty − handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end

% −−− Executes on button press in exportbutton.
function exportbutton Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to exportbutton (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved − to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
type = handles.type;
size = handles.s;
wlo = get(handles.editwlow,'String');
wlo = str2double(wlo);
whi = get(handles.editwhigh,'String');
whi = str2double(whi);
pressu = get(handles.pressure,'String');
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pressu = str2double(pressu);
%calls all the variables used to calculate a spectrum from the model,
%including the size found from the fitting

fir=ramspecge(type,size*1e−9,wlo,whi,pressu);
fir(:,2)=fir(:,2)/max(fir(:,2));
%generates a normalised spectrum using the model based on the variables
%above

dat=handles.dat;
lengthdat=length(dat);
lengthfit=length(fir);

dif=lengthdat−lengthfit;
matcher=zeros(dif,2);
%finds the lengths of the two matrices (the data and the fit) and finds the
%difference

if dif > 0
fir=vertcat(fir,matcher);

else
dat=vertcat(dat,matcher);

end
%adds (0,0) to the shorter matrix untill they are the same length (only
%same size matrices can be concatenated)

fir=horzcat(dat,fir);
xlswrite(handles.fname,fir);
%concatenates the matrices and writes them to a .xls file with the name
%entered into the box next to the export button
%the truncated and normalised data is outputted as well as the fit so that
%the two can be plotted against each other in seperate plotting software
%without any manual processing of the input data being necessary

function edittitle Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edittitle (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved − to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of edittitle as text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of
%edittitle as a double
handles.fname=get(hObject,'String');
set(handles.edittitle,'String',handles.fname);
guidata(hObject, handles)
%creates a variable to hold the name entered in to the output file
%name box
%so it can be assigned to the output file

% −−− Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
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function edittitle CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edittitle (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved − to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty − handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end

function editinput Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to editinput (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved − to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of editinput as text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of
% editinput as a double

% −−− Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function editinput CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to editinput (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved − to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty − handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end

A.4.2 The GUI Appearance and Use

An example of the GUI being used to analyse the Raman spectrum at ambient
pressure of the sample produced via the sol-gel method is shown in figure A.1. Once
the data has been imported and several key parameters have been provided the
fit will be calculated and plotted against the experimental data, and provide an
estimate of the average particle size at ambient pressure.

When the “Import” button is clicked a dialogue box opens which prompts the
selection of a data file. Due to limitations at the time of scripting .xlsx files are not
compatible, but .xls and .txt are. The data should be background-subtracted, but
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Figure A.1: The GUI being used to analyse a Raman spectrum of a sample produced
by sol-gel synthesis

normalisation is not required. Once the data file has been selected and opened it is
automatically plotted on the axes to the right and the file name appears in the text
box below the “Import” button. The scale adjusts automatically according to the
extent of the data.

Below the “Import” button and associated text box is a drop down menu
where the sample material can be selected. Currently the options are limited to
“Germanium” and “Silicon”, where Si is not fully implemented. As mentioned
previously, the scripts are sufficiently flexible that new materials can be added at
any time, with minimal changes to the GUI script and the addition of key parameters
for the material.

The three text boxes below are for setting the details of the fit and can be
changed by the user. The “w low” and “w high” text boxes determine the limits of
the fit in energy in cm−1. The default settings are 200 and 400 as these are reasonable
bounds for the default material, Ge. The third text box is for the pressure value
in GPa. This value is to be obtained from the calibratory material present in the
DAC, in our case ruby, as explained in 2.6.

Once the experimental data has been loaded and the various parameters en-
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tered the fitting can be performed. The calculate button towards the bottom on the
left hand side achieves this by initialising the scripts. When the calculate button is
clicked a separate window reading “Please wait” is displayed for the duration of the
fitting. Once the fitting is complete and the dialogue box has disappeared the cal-
culated fit will be plotted with the experimental data on the axes to the right. The
nanoparticle size which corresponds to the calculated spectrum will be displayed.
The nanoparticle size is given to four decimal places but this is not intended to be
representative of the degree of confidence to which the size of the nanoparticle can
be determined. Four decimal places was chosen because it is likely to exceed the
accuracy that would be permitted by the accuracy of any preceding experimental
data. While this means it will be unlikely to be necessary for changes to be made to
the scripts to achieve greater accuracy (although this is entirely possible and fairly
simple), it does then require the user to determine the appropriate level of precision
based on the input data. The fit is calculated to have the same FWHM of the
experimentally collected data.

The calculated data from which the fit is plotted can be exported as a “.xls”
file. In the bottom left text box which has the default contents “Output File Name”
the desired file name should be entered. When the adjacent button labelled “Export
Fit” is clicked an Excel file is created in the current matlab directory with the script
files with the specified name. The file contains data points to reproduce the fitting
plot, along with the peak position and the FWHM.
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Appendix B

The Size and Lattice Parameter
Pressure Dependencies

Figure B.1 shows a calculated Raman spectrum for a 2.5 nm Ge nanoparticle under a
pressure of 15 GPa, calculated with neither the lattice parameter dependence nor the
size dependence, each one in turn, and both together. The size of the nanoparticles
used in the calculation is not important, as the same general behaviour is observed
for all sizes small enough to meet the conditions for confinement. Smaller particles
exhibit the change in peak shape to a greater degree, so it is useful for illustrative
purposes.

When only the size change is considered to be affected by the applied pressure
(i.e. the model considers the particles to be smaller from losing atoms) the linewidth
is noticeably broadened towards lower wavenumbers, while the higher wavenumber
side remains essentially unchanged (except for perhaps the top 10% where it leans a
little so the sides meet in the right place). The peak position is also slightly shifted
to lower wavenumbers. This shift is to be expected because it is predicted that for
smaller particles the asymmetrical broadening increases and the peak shifts to lower
wavenumbers, and with this arrangement the model considers the particles to be a
set of particles with a smaller average size.

When only the lattice parameter change is considered to be affected by the
applied pressure then the reverse is observed. The lineshape is asymmetrically nar-
rowed for lower wavenumbers and the peak position is shifted slightly to higher
wavenumbers. This is in line with expectations as reducing the lattice parameter in
isolation results in shorter, stiffer bonds.

When both dependencies are active simultaneously the result within the model
is a nanoparticle with a reduced size and the same number of atoms. The net
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Energy Shift (cm-1)

Figure B.1: The effect of the inclusion of the pressure dependence of the size, the
lattice parameter, both, and neither on a Raman spectrum. The pressure depen-
dence of the size works to broaden the lineshape, while that of the lattice parameter
works to narrow it. The net effect of both is to cancel each other out. These spectra
were calculated with the modified RWL model.

effect is for the Raman spectrum to be unchanged from the case where neither
are considered. The data points which make up the calculated spectra for both
and neither dependencies are the same to 15 decimal places, which is approaching
the limit of the accuracy of the computers ability to calculate. This suggests that
decreasing the lattice parameter without changing the size (i.e. putting more atoms
into the nanoparticle without making it bigger) has exactly the opposite effect on
the Raman spectrum as making the nanoparticle smaller by decreasing the number
of atoms in it. Therefore, for the model at least, the feature of the nanoparticle that
determines the lineshape of the Raman spectrum is the number of atoms that make
it up. How well this represents reality will be determined by how well the model fits
real world data.
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Data Processing in EXAFS and
OD-EXAFS

The software package Athena [161] was used to analyse XAS and OD-XAS data.
Athena uses the Autobk algorithm [162] to remove the background from, and nor-
malise the XAS spectra. The low frequency components of the Fourier transform
of the spectra are optimised in order to determine the background. This can be
adjusted with the Rbkg parameter, which determines the cutoff frequency above
which the optimisation isn’t performed. The spline is then refined to optimise the
Fourier transform between 0 and Rbkg. Typically optimisation for this region means
minimising it, as it was in our case.

Athena uses edge step normalisation to normalise the spectra. This is achieved
by dividing the difference between µ(E) and µ0(E) by an estimation of µ0(E0). Here
µ(E) is the absorption coefficient of the material at x-ray energy E, µ0(E) is the
absorption coefficient of the material at energy E in the absence of EXAFS effects,
and E0 is the x-ray energy at the rising edge. The region of the spectrum that
precedes the rising edge has a line regressed to it, which is then subtracted from the
entire spectra. A region after the rising edge is then regressed with a polynomial
which is extrapolated to E0. The value of this polynomial at E0 is used as the
normalisation constant. Both regressions can be controlled by setting the value of
the pre-edge range and normalisation range parameters. An example of this process
is shown in figure C.1.
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Figure C.1: The XAS spectrum for bulk Ge. Two splines are used to subtract the
background and normalise the data. The initial data with splines is shown at the
top of the figure, with the normalised result shown below.
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Fitting and Refinement in
Artemis

Once the XAS data is background-subtracted and normalised it can be compared
to a model. This is performed in a piece of software called Artemis, which is com-
plementary to Athena. An example of a fitting is shown in figure D.1 in r space
and D.2 for k space. The green window indicates the region within which the fit is
optimised for.

The first step involves loading a structural model and using it in conjunction
with “Atoms and Feff” to calculate the scattering paths present in the sample so
that refinement can be performed. The interface is shown in figure D.3, where the
scattering paths for pure crystalline Ge have been calculated.

Once the scattering paths have been generated they can be used in the cal-
culations for refinement. Figure D.4 shows the main interface for this process. In
this case a single scattering path has been selected, a direct scattering from a first
nearest neighbour. The parameters for refinement must now be considered. Here we
refine the scattering amplitude attenuation, S2

0, the energy shift, ∆E0, the absorber-
scatterer distance, ∆R, and the root mean square deviation value, σ2, which also
contributes to the Debye-Waller factor. N , the number of nearest neighbours is set
to four.

Once the parameters to be refined are established they must be given initial
values. Figure D.5 shows the window where initial parameters are entered. Here it
is shown after refinement with the parameters as they are in the fit. Once initial
parameters are entered the refinement can be run resulting in a fit as in figure
D.1. The resulting parameters from the fitting refinement are listed in table D.1.
The result of performing the same process for the sol-gel sample using GeO2 as the
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Figure D.1: The magnitude of the Fourier transform of a XAS spectrum of Cs1
fitted with Artemis.

Figure D.2: The χ(k) of a XAS spectrum of Cs1 fitted with Artemis.
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Figure D.3: “Atoms and Feff” is used for calculating the scattering paths.

Figure D.4: The interface window where the scattering paths are defined so the
parameters (scattering amplitude, etc.) can be refined.
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Figure D.5: Here initial values of the parameters are set, and the refined values are
outputted.

Figure D.6: The magnitude of the Fourier transform of a XAS spectrum of sol-gel
fitted with Artemis.

structural model are shown in figures D.6 and D.7, and table D.2.

Fitting Cs1
Parameters
R-factor 0.029
N (set) 4
S2

0 0.886
∆ E0 3.355 ± 1.328
σ2 0.0056 ± 0.0061
∆ R -0.0094 ± 0.0006

Table D.1: The fitting parameters for colloidal sample Cs1 from Artemis.
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Figure D.7: The χ(k) of a XAS spectrum of Cs1 fitted with Artemis.

Fitting Sol-gel
Parameters
R-factor 0.018
N (set) 2
S2

0 (set) 0.868
∆ E0 3.545 ± 1.468
σ2 0.0015 ± 0.0008
∆ R 0.012 ± 0.0011
N (set) 4
S2

0 (set) 0.843
∆ E0 16.005 ± 0.172
σ2 0.0181 ± 0.0049
∆ R 0.028 ± 0.035

Table D.2: The fitting parameters for sol-gel from Artemis.
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XAS Refinement
Fitting Bulk Etched (O) Etched (H) Ca1
Parameters
R-factor 0.023 0.036 0.028 0.005
N 4 2 4 2
S2

0 0.843 ± 0.054 0.625 0.518 1.128
∆E0 2.095 ± 0.619 2.332 ± 0.487 2.281 ± 3.196 5.121 ± 0.880
σ2 0.0020 ± 0.0003 0.0031 ± 0.0002 0.002 ± 0.002 0.0050 ± 0.0005
∆ R -0.007 ± 0.002 -0.013 ± 0.009 -0.017 ± 0.013 0.025 ± 0.005
N 12 4 4
S2

0 0.843 ± 0.054 0.633 0.413
∆E0 2.095 ± 0.619 2.401 ± 0.712 3.209 ± 1.387
σ2 0.0035 ± 0.0004 0.0054 ± 0.0005 0.0032 ± 0.0006
∆ R -0.010 ± 0.005 -0.03 ± 0.007 0.0165 ± 0.006
N 12
S2

0 0.843 ± 0.054
∆E0 2.095 ± 0.619
σ2 0.0038 ± 0.0005
∆ R -0.016 ± 0.006

Table D.3: The fitting parameters for bulk Ge and Ca1 from Artemis.
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χ(k) Graphs for X-ray Experiments
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